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ABSTRACT
Eukaryotic Initiation Factor 3 Interactions with Structural Elements of Barley Yellow Dwarf Virus
UTRs Reveal Details of a New Cap-Independent Translation Initiation Model
By
Paul Powell
Advisor: Dr. Dixie Goss
Barley Yellow Dwarf Virus (BYDV) is a positive strand RNA plant virus that translates
without using a 5′ 7-methylguanosine cap or a 3′ poly-adenosine tail, features that are required
for canonical mRNA translation. BYDV’s non-canonical translation relies on RNA structures in the
5′ and 3′ untranslated regions (UTRs) to recruit eukaryotic initiation factors (eIFs) and ribosomes.
BYDV’s 3′ translation enhancer (BTE) is a cruciform structure capable of recruiting the cap-binding
complex eIF4F, the large scaffolding complex eIF3, and the 40S ribosomal subunit. Together eIF3,
eIF4F, and BTE influence factor binding and 40S recruitment on the 5′ UTR and play a key role in
facilitating BYDV translation. This report focuses on eIF3 by providing and analyzing data that
suggest novel eIF3 functionality and that expand upon the previous model of BYDV translation
initiation to include eIF3 interactions with the UTRs and other factors. Specifically, we show that
eIF3 can act as a dynamic, eIF4F-responsive bridge between specific loops found in both of
BYDV’s UTRs. This report also provides insight into some of the broader applications of these
discoveries by highlighting both parallels and distinctions between eIF-RNA interactions of BYDV
and similar interactions found in other, non-canonically translating viral mRNAs and cellular
mRNAs.
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Introduction
1 Barley Yellow Dwarf Virus
1.1 Agricultural Significance of BYDV
The barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) is a positive-sense, single-stranded RNA (ssRNA)
virus that is carried by aphid vectors and can infect all cereal crops. Infected fields have large
patches of yellowed and dwarfed plants which causes an average 30% loss of potential grain yield
but in severe cases can reduce yields of some cereal crops by 80%.1 This lost grain is an economic
issue for agribusiness and a significant humanitarian issue when considering effects of climate
change.
Climate change lowers crop yields as rising temperatures, changes in moisture, and
altered soil compositions increase abiotic stressors on plants. These stressors also increase a
plant’s disease susceptibility which exacerbates BYDV’s already high infectivity and hastens the
growing threat of food insecurity.2,3 Extensive research has gone into BYDV resistant crops most
of which focuses on cultivating genes that hinder aphid vectors from spreading the virus, but the
resiliency from these genes is highly susceptible to environmental conditions.4 Direct use of
pesticides to complement genetic resilience is also less than ideal when considering the material,
labor, environmental and health costs of this approach.5 Efforts to develop better BYDV
resilience, or even full BYDV resistance, in cereal crops will benefit greatly from a more detailed
understanding of the virus’s activity inside of plant cells. This research explores that detail by
characterizing functions of the eukaryotic initiation factor 3 (eIF3) in the translation initiation
mechanism of BYDV.

While a detailed mechanistic understanding can lead to discoveries that prevent viral
translation or replication to help preserve crops, the potential for the mechanism to reveal new
and better means of enhancing the efficiency of viral activity can also be beneficial. Because this
study focuses on interactions between UTR structure and eIFs, its conclusions are applicable
regardless of what gene is being expressed by the mRNA. By replacing the viral genome with a
gene of interest, BYDV can transform crops into platforms for growing biologics. This technique,
called plant molecular farming (PMF), has already been used to grow antibodies for Ebola, HIV,
Zika, and has been proposed as a tool for producing antibodies against the novel SARS-CoV-2.6
Wheat and other cereal crops that are susceptible to BYDV infection are candidates for PMF and
offer potential advantages over other plant platforms, such the high expression and durability of
seed protein in cereal crops. Current PMF technology generates relatively low yields of desired
peptides from Wheat and other cereals,7,8 and a clearer understanding of BYDV UTR activity in
translation could improve its UTRs’ viability as a PMF cassette capable of harnessing the inherent
benefits of wheat or barley as a PMF platform. As will be discussed in the next section, discoveries
that elucidate information about BYDV can also inform research into other plant viruses that are
already widely used for PMF. Modest improvements in translational efficiency of any PMF crop
would mean significant savings in materials and land use and would ultimately reap planet-saving
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and agricultural runoff.
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1.2 BYDV RNA Comparison to Other Viral and Cellular mRNAs
In addition to facilitating research into BYDV-resilient plants and the efficiency of
translation in PMF crops, a detailed model of BYDV’s translation improves our general
understanding of RNA-RNA, and RNA-Protein interactions and introduces a novel functionality
for the eIF3 complex. This extends the utility of a highly detailed BYDV translation model beyond
the relatively narrow application of supporting research into a single plant virus to one that also
informs research for and broadens our general understanding of mRNA and RNA-protein
interactions. It particularly expands our understanding of mRNAs that utilize non-canonical
translation, which is found in both viral and cellular mRNAs. In this subsection we will only briefly
mention some specific, non-canonically translating mRNAs and some of their translation
strategies. A more complete explanation of the translation mechanisms introduced in this
section is provided in section 2: Translation.
Looking at BYDV’s fellow positive-sense, ssRNA viruses we will find many household
names including Hepatitis, Polio, Zika, West Nile, and Corona viruses.9 We also see a plethora of
plant viruses including all members of the Luteovirus genus, which includes BYDV, and many of
its cousins in the Dianthovirus, Necrovirus, and Umbravirus genera. Many of these plant RNA
viruses contain structural similarities and likely have some functional similarities to BYDV.10
Improving our knowledge of any ssRNA virus can improve our ability to research others. Stemloop C (SLC) found in the 5′ UTR of BYDV showed notable sequence and structural similarities
with SLIIIb from hepatitis C virus (HCV), shown in figure 1-1A. These similarities suggested that
known HCV SLIIIB-eIF3 binding properties11 might be reflected in the BYDV translation
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mechanism. This potential commonality informed the experimental design of BYDV binding,
chemical probing, and translational efficiency studies presented in this report.
Figure 1-1B shows that there also exist similarities between BYDV SLC and the eIF3 binding
site of cellular mRNA, c-JUN.12 Between 5 and 10% of the mammalian transcriptome is thought
to undergo non-canonical, cap-independent translation.13 These cellular mRNAs utilize methods
of translation that were first discovered and characterized in ssRNA viruses. Such discoveries
include internal ribosomal entry sites (IRES) and IRES trans-acting factors (ITAFs) first discovered
in Picornaviruses

14-16

and later found in cellular mRNA,17 and cap independent translational

enhancers (CITEs)18 and translationally required long-distance RNA-RNA interactions19 that were
first characterized in satellite tobacco necrosis virus and later hypothesized to account for some
cap-independent cellular mRNA translation.20 The non-canonical translation of cellular mRNA
plays a crucial role in post-transcriptionally regulating protein expression during stress, disease,
and development.21-23 Thus, improving our understanding of BYDV’s cap-independent
mechanisms will make it a more useful reference when trying to understand unique translational
mechanisms of cellular mRNAs that are more active in damaged, diseased, or developing cells.

4

1-1B

1-1A

Figures 1-1. BYDV’s 5′ UTR SLC contains a U-rich hairpin loop resembling loops present in
both human c-JUN mRNA (1-1) which has 70% alignment around the hairpin, and the HCV
IIIb loop (1-2) which has 53% alignment around the hairpins. Aligned bases are shown in red,
misaligned bases that are both pyrimidines bases are italicized, and skipped bases are
underlined. Sequence alignments were performed using clustal omega software. C-Jun
mRNA also contains some structural similarities to SLC in its similar hairpin size and the
presence of an asymmetric internal loop in its stem, though the additional bulge above that
internal C-jun mRNA loop is not present in SLC.

5

1.3 BYDV UTR Structures
The novel RNA-eIF interactions that we characterize in this report are directed by the highly
structured elements found in BYDV UTRs shown in figure 1-2. Both the 5′ UTR and the BYDV-like
CITE (BTE) in the 3′ UTR contain 4 stem-loops. BYDV’s BTE is defined by the radial orientation of
its stem-loops around a central hub, its 5-base sequence in the hairpin of 3′ SLIII that is
complementary to a sequence in the 5′ SLD hairpin, and a conserved 17-nucleotide sequence
found in all BTEs that creates its first stem-loop (SLI). Altering SLI or disrupting SLIII-SLD
complementarity stops translation which indicates the integral role these structures play in BYDV
translation initiation.24

Figure 1-2. The BYDV UTR structures involved in translation initiation. The 5′ UTR comprises
four stem-loops (SLA-SLD) while the 3′ UTR contains the cruciform BTE structure containing
its own four stem-loops (SLI-SLIV). The complementary loops (SLD and SLIV) involved in the
translationally required long distance RNA-RNA kissing loop interaction are marked in
green. The conserved 17-base sequence in 3′ BTE is marked in red.
6

2 Protein Translation
2.1 Canonical Protein Translation
To highlight the unique functions of eIFs in BYDV translation initiation we will provide a brief
description of canonical, cap-dependent translation initiation as depicted in figure 2-1. Capdependent translation is the most common and best characterized translation mechanism of
mRNA in eukaryotic cells.25 Canonical translation relies on two, post-transcriptional RNA
modifications: addition of a 5′ 7-methylguanosine (m7GTP) cap and a 3′ poly-adenosine (poly-A)
tail. These modifications recruit the cap binding factor eIF4E and the poly-A binding protein
(PABP), respectively. The factor eIF4E copurifies with the scaffolding protein eIF4G and the DEADbox helicase eIF4A in mammalian systems and with eIF4G alone in plant systems, these factor
complexes are referred to as eIF4F.26 Wheat eIF4F (which lacks eIF4A) is central to BYDV
translation and used extensively in the studies discussed in this report.
In canonical translation, eIF4G interacts indirectly with both the 5′ cap and the 3′ tail by
binding eIF4E and PABP, respectively, creating a cyclized RNA configuration. This closed-loop RNA
can now recruit a 43S preinitiation complex (PIC) which comprises the 40S ribosomal subunit, the
ternary complex (containing eIF2, GTP, and initiator tRNAmet), eIF3, eIF1, and eIF1A. When mRNA
recruits the 43S PIC it slots itself into the APE sites of 40S with eIF2 positioning the tRNAmet over
the P site. In this position tRNAmet can scan the 5′ UTR for a start codon. All the eIFs mentioned
play important roles in scanning such as unwinding RNA structures in the UTR that would hinder
scanning (eIF4A, B, G and eIF3), enhancing the fidelity of start codon recognition (eIF1, 1A, and
3), and transitioning from initiation to the elongation phase of translation once the start codon
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Figure 2-1. Schematic depicting canonical translation mechanism in eukaryotic cells.
Source : Richard J. Jackson, et al, Nature Reviews Molecular cell Biology, 2010
8

has been detected (eIF2, 3 and 5).27 We will discuss eIF3’s pervasive role in translation initiation
in the next section
Because the formation and function of each of these eIF complexes is built on initial
interactions with the 5′ m7GTP cap and the 3′ poly-A tail, the lack of these RNA modifications in
BYDV mRNA is of particular interest. Also of note, while the closed-loop configuration of capdependent translating mRNA does engage both 5′ and 3′ ends of the RNA, the PIC is recruited
directly onto 5′ UTR. As we will discuss in section 2.4, BYDV translation relies on interactions
between 40S, eIF4G and the BTE structure found in the 3′ UTR of the virus. Utilizing eIFs in unique
ways allows viral mRNAs to circumvent canonical requirements and remain unaffected by
conditions (usually virus-caused conditions) that hinder the canonical pathway.28,29 This allows
even small amounts of viral mRNA to gain a foothold in a cell’s transcriptome where it would
otherwise struggle to compete translational machinery away from more abundant, endogenous
mRNAs.

9

Figure 2-2. Cartoon depiction of the octameric core of eIF3 comprising

subunits a, c, e, f, g, k, l, and m, forming a star-like structure. Peripheral
subunits b, i, g, d, and j are relatively flexible, contain RRMs and will rearrange
themselves upon mRNA binding.
Source: Susan Wagner, et al, Nucleic Acids Research, 2016
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2.2 Uses of eIF3 in Translation
A brief description of eIF3 and its various translational roles will provide better context for
understanding how BYDV translation is like other known mechanisms and how it differentiates
and expands our current understanding of both eIF3 and mRNA versatility. For reference, a 2D
representation of the 800 kilodalton, 13 subunit complex that is eIF3 is shown in Figure 2-2.30
This large complex comprises an octameric core and 5 peripheral subunits that are more flexible
than core subunits and subject to rearrangement throughout stages of translation initiation. 31
eIF3 is found aiding in almost every stage of canonical translation initiation: it assists eIF2 and 5
in ternary complex binding and positioning of initiator tRNA on 40S ribosome, it aids eIF4F and
PABP in facilitating 43S recruitment onto capped mRNAs, it aids eIF4A helicase activity to regulate
the speed of scanning, and it aids eIF1 and 1A in ensuring the fidelity of AUG recognition.32 The
size, complexity and flexibility that enable eIF3 to play multiple roles in canonical translation is
also why it is found at the center of such a variety of non-canonical translation mechanisms.
As shown in figure 2-3, discovery of new translational uses for eIF3 has expanded the number
of known non-canonical translation initiation mechanisms for both capped and uncapped
mRNAs.22,33 The m6A mechanism is caused by methylation of an adenosine in the 5′ UTR which
can recruit eIF3 and the 40S ribosome directly without the aid of cap-binding factors.34 Work by
Dr. Amy Lee revealed the ability of one of the peripheral subunits of eIF3, eIF3d, to function as a
cap binding protein35 allowing cellular mRNA, like that of c-JUN, to translate even in conditions
that suppress the activity of the canonical cap-binding factor eIF4E.36
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Figure 2-3. Schematic depicting alternative cap-dependent and cap-independent strategies
of translation initiation with non-canonical uses of eIF3 and differing levels of IRES structural
complexity and overall eIF dependence.
Source 1: Carissa C. James and James W. Smyth, life sciences, 2018
Source 2: Keift J.S., et al, Trends Biochem Sci, 2008
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Figure 2-3 also shows the highly structured 5′ UTRs of IRES mRNAs. IRES mechanisms utilize
a variety of structures, all of which use their RNA to recruit ribosomes at or near their start
codons. Most IRES structures function as a means of circumventing eIF requirements, however,
relatively few viruses have evolved eIF3-free means of translating. Of particular interest in
understanding BYDV is the mechanism of HCV, which has translationally required, eIF3-binding
structures in both its 5′ and 3′ UTRs.37
2.3 Cap-Independent Translation Enhancers
BTE represents one of multiple classes of 3′ CITEs (Cap-independent Translation Enhancers)
found in plant viruses. The classes of CITE shown in figure 2-4 are defined by secondary structural
elements, conserved sequences, and their ability to bind eIFs.38 Most CITEs act as replacements
for missing 5′ caps in plant RNA viruses by directly binding components of the cap-binding dimer,
eIF4F. These cap-substitute structures also function when moved to the 5′ UTRs of their
respective viruses and in some cases remain functional when exchanged between different
viruses.39 This ability to swap CITEs between viruses is reflected by different classes of CITEs
spanning Genera and Family as shown in figure 2-4. This emphasizes the potential for the broader
impact of studying any single RNA virus discussed in section 1.2
There are some significant functional differences between the classes, such as binding eIF4F
via eIF4E (seen in PTE and ISS), binding via 4G (BTE and TED), binding to both factors (YSS), or
lacking a clear binding affinity for eIF4F yet being translationally influenced by the 4F factor (TSS).
We also find required complementary sequences between 5′ and 3′ UTRs of most CITE-translating
mRNAs, although once again there are exceptions such as the lack of a translational affect when
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ISS

TSS

YSS

Figure 2-4. Secondary structures of 6 classes of 3′ CITE and a phylogenetic tree showing
their prevalence across the viral families Luteoviridae and Tombusviridae.
Source: Simon and Miller, Annual review of Microbiology, 2013
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removing the cross-UTR complementarity in TED CITEs and in the BTE of the red clover necrotic
mosaic virus (RCNMV).10 The discovery of translationally required interactions between BTE, 5′
UTR, eIF3, and eIF4F shown in this report could point to similar eIF3 interactions with TED or
RCNMV-BTE structures that facilitate communication between 5′ and 3′ without the aid of direct
RNA-RNA interactions.
2.4 BYDV 40S Transfer Model
Prior to the discovery of any eIF3 interactions with BYDV structures, early work with the virus
first established the presence and necessity of the 3′ BTE in BYDV translation.40 It was determined
that eIF4G, which canonically binds the 5′ cap via eIF4E, bound directly to the conserved
sequence of the 3′ BTE. Furthermore, with the aid of active helicase factors eIF4A and 4B, eIF4G
could facilitate binding of the 40S ribosome to BTE. Selective 2-Hydroxyl Acylation analyzed by
Primer Extension (SHAPE) footprinting data (discussed in section 5.4) also revealed that helicase
activity and binding of the eIFs exposed a 6-nucleotide sequence found within the conserved
sequence of BTE that was complementary to a sequence in 18S rRNA.41 Additionally, it has been
shown that any mutations that altered the binding stability of eIF4G and the 3′ BTE were directly
correlated with changes in overall BYDV translation efficiency.42 These observations helped
generate the 40S transferal model of BYDV translation depicted in figure 2-5. In this model, after
40S is recruited to BTE, it is transferred to the 5′ end where start codon recognition would occur
allowing protein synthesis to begin. Unfortunately, the evidence for and nature of this transferal
model leaves some important questions unanswered.

15

Figure 2-5. Schematic depicting eIF4F-dependent model of BYDV translation.
Source: Sohani Das Sharma, et al, Journal of Biological Chemistry, 2015
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The transferal model does not fully explain how the transfer of factors takes place. Lacking
this explanation leaves a gap in our understanding of how BYDV and other BTE-mediated
translation initiation mechanisms can operate more efficiently than most capped mRNAs.43 Any
mechanism that binds the 1.2 megadalton complex that is the 40S ribosome first to the 3′ end
before moving it to the 5′ UTR seems inherently less efficient than a mechanism that loads such
a large molecular machine onto the 5′ UTR directly. The only hints at the mechanism of a
transferal event are those showing the required Kissing-loop interaction between the UTRs and
the known proximity of 5′ and 3′ ends of large, single stranded RNAs.44 These RNA-RNA
interactions would bring any complex on the 3′ UTR near the 5′ end which could promote the
transfer, however, prior to the work discussed in this report, no data clearly identified any of the
eIFs that facilitated 40S-BTE binding, nor 40S itself, as having any specific affinity for BYDV 5′ UTR,
even in the presence of BTE.
2.5 BYDV eIF3-Dependent Model
The new model detailed in this report resolves some of the unanswered questions from the
40S transferal model by revealing a central role for eIF3 in BYDV translation initiation. This report
characterizes the ability of eIF3 to bind both BYDV UTRs simultaneously, indicating that eIF3
serves a bridging function between viral ends. Bridging 5′ and 3′ UTRs would stabilize the known
RNA-RNA interactions, better facilitate 5′-3′ communication, and enable transfer of 3′-recruited
eIFs. We also address the question of translation efficiency by showing that eIF3 can bring 40S
directly to the 5′ UTR even in the absence of BTE, but that BTE interactions with eIF3 and 40S still
play an important role in positioning factors on the 5′ end in a translationally active orientation.
This novel role for eIF3 in BYDV translation is reminiscent of but still distinct from the eIF317

dependent mechanisms discussed in section 2.2. Thus, the studies in this report expanding our
understanding of both RNA and eIF3 versatility, but also affirm our burgeoning understanding of
eIF3’s central role in regulating a variety of non-canonical translation mechanisms.45
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Materials and Methods
3 Protein Preparation
3.1 Expression and Purification of Recombinant eIF4A, 4B and 4F
Recombinant wheat eIF4A and eIF4B clones were generous gifts from Prof. D. R. Gallie
(University of California, Riverside, CA). The recombinant proteins were His-tagged and were
purified from bacterial cultures using His trap HP columns (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). A
dicistronic eIF4F clone containing both eIF4G and eIF4E genes for expression of the wheat eIF4F
complex was a generous gift from Prof. K. S. Browning (University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX).
The recombinant eIF4F protein was purified as described earlier.42,46
3.2 Expression and Purification of eIF3 Subunits
Clones for recombinant wheat eIF3b, eIF3d, and a truncated eIF3a (amino acids 1-644) were
also provided by Professor Browning. eIF3b and 3d were modified to include N-terminal
hexahistidine tags while the eIF3a clone already contained a histidine tag at its c-terminus. The
proteins were expressed in and purified from bacterial cultures using His trap HP columns in the
same manner as eIF4A and 4B (section 3.1).
3.3 Extraction and Purification of 40S and eIF3
The 40S ribosomal subunits and native eIF3 protein were purified from wheat germ extract,
using published protocols47-49 with a few modifications. Briefly, eIF3 was purified from 0-40%
ammonium sulfate fractions of wheat germ lysate post-ribosomal supernatants. The 0-40%
ammonium sulfate pellets were suspended in buffer B-80 (20mM HEPES pH7.6, 0.1M EDTA, 1mM
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DTT, 10% glycerol and KCl as indicated) and dialyzed against buffer B-80 (Buffer B with 80mM
KCl) overnight. The dialyzed samples were clarified by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 10
minutes (at 4ºC) in a SS-34 rotor using a Sorvall RC 5C plus centrifuge. The clarified samples were
applied to a 50ml DEAE-Sepharose column pre-equilibrated with buffer B-80. The column was
washed with buffer B-80 and developed using a linear KCl gradient (150mM-300mM) in buffer B.
eIF3 eluted in the end fractions (250mM-300mM KCl). The purified fractions were analyzed on
10% SDS-PAGE gels, pooled, then subjected to a second ammonium sulfate purification at 50%
saturation. The precipitated proteins were suspended in buffer B-100 and dialyzed overnight
against the same buffer. The dialyzed samples were clarified by centrifugation at 10,000rpm for

Figure 3-1. (A) Final eIF3 product in 10% SDS-Page gel shows clear bands that
correspond to expected eIF3 subunit sizes. (B) Western blot shows eIF4F present in
WGE that eIF3 was extracted from and absent in final eIF3 product.
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10 minutes in the cold, and were applied to a 10ml phosphocellulose column equilibrated in
buffer B-100. The column was washed with buffers B-100 and B-150, and eIF3 was eluted using
buffer B-300. The fractions were analyzed on 10% SDS-PAGE gels, pooled and the buffer was
exchanged to buffer B-100 using 10kDa Centricons (Millipore). The KCl concentration of these
samples was adjusted to 50mM, right before loading on a 5ml CM-Sephadex column (preequilibrated with B-50). The column was washed with buffer B-50 and eIF3 was eluted using
buffer B-150. The purity of the isolated eIF3 protein was checked on a 10% SDS-PAGE (figure 31A) and using total protein LC-MS (Proteomics Resource Center, NYU). The presence of any
residual copurified eIF4F was assessed by a western blot probed using anti-eIF4G antibodies (a
generous gift from Prof. K. S. Browning, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX) (figure 3-1B).
4 RNA Design and Expression
4.1 RNA Oligomers Used in Part 1
A chimeric BYDV 3′BTE-streptotag construct was designed for the assembly and subsequent
purification of the translation initiation complexes from wheat germ extracts (WGE). This
designed construct contained the 105 nucleotide BTE RNA followed by a 3′ intrinsic streptomycin
binding RNA aptamer tag, called streptotag. Streptotag is a 46nt RNA tag (5′GGAUCGCAUUUGGACUUCUGCCCGCAAGGGCACCACGGUCGGAUCC-3′)

that

binds

with

micromolar affinity to streptomycin.50,51 DNA oligonucleotides used as templates for in vitro
transcription of the chimeric RNA (BTE-Streptotag) were custom synthesized from IDT (Integrated
DNA Technologies Inc.). The secondary structure of this construct was predicted using MFOLD52,53
to make sure the BTE structure was not disrupted by the 3′streptotag (Figure 4-1).
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Figure 4-1. MFOLD predicted secondary structure of BTE-streptotag chimeric construct.
Wild type 3′BTE RNA and 5′UTR RNA were also generated from synthetic DNA
oligonucleotides obtained from IDT. A 100-nucleotide long poly-UC RNA, an I-shaped CITE RNA
(ISS, ~100 nucleotides long) from Maize necrotic streak virus (MNeSV) and a 45-nucleotide long
RNA corresponding to wheat 18S rRNA (18S rRNA, bases 1040-1084) were used as negative
controls for eIF3 binding assays. The RNAs were in vitro transcribed using HiScribe™ T7 Quick
High Yield RNA Synthesis Kit (NEB) as per manufacturer’s instructions and were purified using
RNA clean and concentrator™ kit (Zymo Research). The quality and quantity of purified RNAs
were measured using a Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 1000 spectrophotometer, all RNA products
showed a 260/280 absorbance ratio of approximately 2. For anisotropy binding assays, in vitro
transcribed RNAs were fluorescein labeled at the 5′-end using the 5′-end tag labeling kit (Vector
labs) as per manufacturer’s instructions and were purified with the RNA clean and concentrator™
kit. Recovered RNA was again measured with the NanoDrop which showed RNAs were labeled
with 15-20% efficiency.
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4.2 RNA Oligomers Used in Part 2
5′-Fluorescein labeled stem-loop C (SLC) RNA and three SLC RNA mutants (SLC-U, SLC-rev, and
SLC-ILR) were designed and purchased from IDT and used directly in anisotropy binding assays.
The SLC-U mutant exchanged 4 Uracils for Adenines in the U-rich hairpin of SLC. The SLC-rev
mutant reversed the entire SLC sequence with additional point mutations to avoid the
introduction of potential uORFs, and SLC-ILR removed the internal loop of SLC by altering the AA
bulge on the 3′ end of the internal loop to pair with the ACA sequence on the 5′ side of that

Figure 4-2. SLC mutations and deletion mutations used in binding studies and translation
assays. Isolated SLC mutants used in binding studies contain an additional two, terminal GC
pairs for added loop stability (not shown).
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internal loop. The sequences of these mutants plus an additional SLC-ILF mutant that flipped the
sides of the SLC internal loop are depicted in Figure 4-2. Isolated SLC and SLC mutant oligomers
used in anisotropy binding studies contain two additional, terminal GC base pairs to increase loop
stability during binding. This GC addition is not depicted in Figure 4-2.
BlucB105 is a reporter plasmid used for in vitro translation assays that contains the firefly
luciferase gene flanked by the BYDV genomic 5′-UTR and 3′-BTE. This reporter is a truncated
version of BlucB (originally designated LUC869)54 which contained the full BYDV 3′ UTR. Mutants
of BlucB105 were made replacing SLC with SLC-U, SLC-rev, SLC-ILF, and SLC-ILR (not including any
extra GC pairs) and two deletion mutants (dSLA and dSLII) using the Q5 Site-Directed Mutagenesis
Kit (NEB). The BlucB105 Plasmid and its mutants were linearized using SmaI restriction enzyme
(NEB), transcribed using the HiScribe T7 High Yield RNA Synthesis Kit (NEB), and purified using
the ssDNA/RNA Clean & Concentrator kit (Zymo Research).
The DNA templates used to transcribe the 220-nt 5′ UTR RNA used in SHAPE analyses were
PCR amplified from BlucB plasmids using the forward primer TAATACGACTCACTATAGCTC and
reverse primer CAGTTGCTCTCCAGC (IDT). BTE RNA and a Fusion (FUS) RNA oligomer comprising
5′ UTR and BTE connected by a 12-nucleotide linker were generated from synthetic DNA
templates with t-7 promoter sequences (IDT). Transcription reactions and purification of all short
RNA oligomers followed the same procedure described for BlucB105 reporter RNAs, excluding
plasmid linearization. All RNA concentrations were determined using a Thermo Scientific
NanoDrop 1000 spectrometer and RNA integrity was verified by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis.
Some of the purified FUS RNA was 3′-fluorescein labeled55 and used in anisotropy binding assays.
All RNA Oligonucleotides were refolded as described in section 5.4.
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5 Experimental Designs
5.1 Assembly and Pull-Down of the 3′ BTE Initiation Complex
Raw wheat germ (Bob’s Red Mill, Natural Foods, Inc., Milwaukie, OR) was used to prepare
wheat germ extract (WGE) as reported previously.56 The WGE was supplemented with 80mM
potassium acetate, 3mM magnesium acetate, 120μg/ml wheat germ tRNA (Sigma), 0.6mM
spermidine, 20mM creatine phosphate, 50μg/ml creatine phosphokinase and RNase inhibitor (20
units) immediately before use. Dihydrostreptomycin was coupled to epoxy-activated Sepharose
(GE healthcare) as reported elsewhere,51,57 and the slurry was stored at 4oC in the dark. For
assembly and purification of 48S initiation complexes, 1ml of supplemented WGE was incubated
with 1ml of binding buffer (50mM HEPES pH 7.3, 10mM MgCl2, 120mM KCl, 8% sucrose and 1
proteinase inhibitor tablet (EDTA free)/50ml buffer) for 10 minutes at 37 oC. Puromycin was
added to a final concentration of 1mM and the samples were incubated for 10 minutes on ice
and then 10 minutes at 37oC. Finally, tagged mRNA (1μM) was added along with 5mM ATP (final
concentration), and the reaction tubes were incubated at 37 oC for 10 minutes. In the negative
control sample, no exogenous RNA was added. Samples were loaded on a 1ml
dihydroxystreptomycin Sepharose column, which was pre-equilibrated with 1X binding buffer,
and the column was washed with 10ml 1X binding buffer. The initiation complexes/RNA binding
proteins were eluted using 10ml of 1X binding buffer supplemented with 100μM streptomycin.
The eluted fractions, along with the washes were analyzed on 10% SDS-PAGE gels and 1% native
agarose gels. The eluted samples were layered onto a 10%–30% sucrose density gradient in
buffer I (50mM Tris HCl, 600mM KCl, 1mM Mg(OAc)2, 0.1mM EDTA, 6mM 2-mercaptoethanol
and 5% sucrose) and centrifuged at 25,000 rpm in a Beckman SW28 rotor for 16 h at 4°C.
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Gradients were fractionated using a Brandel gradient density fractionator and were collected as
750μl fractions (0.75ml/minute). All the fractions were analyzed on a 1% agarose gel. The
putative BTE-40S initiation complex fractions were pooled, and dialyzed against 20mM Tris
Acetate pH 7.5, 4mM MgCl2, 40mM KCl, 1mM dithiothreitol and 8% glycerol. The dialyzed
samples were concentrated using 50ml Centricons (10kDa, Millipore), and were stored at -80°C.
The samples were analyzed on 1% agarose gels. The sample corresponding to the putative 3′BTE
recruited-40S initiation complex was sent for liquid chromatography-mass spectrometric (LC-MS)
analysis (Proteomics Resource Center, NYU).
5.2 Fluorescence Anisotropy Binding
In Part 1 of this report, fluorescence anisotropy experiments were performed to assess
binding of the 3BTE and 5UTR RNAs to eIF3 and 40S ribosomal subunits, in the presence and
absence of the helicase complex (eIF4A, eIF4B, eIF4F and ATP) reported to be involved in 3BTEmediated translation initiation.41 Binding of eIF3 to the control RNAs (polyUC, MNeSV ISS, and
18S rRNA derived oligonucleotide) was assessed in the presence of the helicase complex.
Fluorescence anisotropy experiments use plane-polarized light to measure the rotational
diffusion of a labeled molecule (figure 5-1).58 Rotational diffusion decreases when an unlabeled
factor binds the labeled molecule, increasing overall anisotropy. The increase in anisotropy
represents a higher fraction of molecules bound and is used to measure the binding affinities of
labeled RNAs to the titrated proteins. Changes in the fluorescence anisotropy of fluorescein
labeled 3BTE and 5UTR (excitation wavelength—495nm) were measured using a stopped-flow
model SF-300X (KinTek Corporation) set up with a titration module and equipped with two
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photomultiplier tubes each fitted with a polarizing filter and fluorescein filter (515 nm blocking
edge BrightLine® long-pass filter, Semrock Inc.), arranged in a T-format configuration.
For the binding assays, 5′-end fluorescein labeled RNAs were used at a final concentration of
50nM in 200μl of assay buffer (20mM HEPES pH 7.6, 5mM MgCl2, 200mM KCl). Using an
automated injection module, 20μl of purified native eIF3 and/or 40S ribosomal subunits (2µM)
were slowly injected in the cuvette containing the labeled RNA samples (with or without
additional eIFs). The assays were performed at 25°C for 30 minutes, and 100 data points were
collected. For assays with the helicase complex, the fluorescein labeled RNAs (50nM) were preincubated with 300nM each of eIF4A, eIF4B, eIF4F and 5mM ATP, for 20 minutes at 25°C, and
then titrated with eIF3 and/or 40S ribosomal subunits (2µM). Binding affinities of the 3′BTE and
5′UTR RNA to 40S ribosomal subunits were measured in the presence of eIF3, and the helicase
complex. Data from five independent binding assays were averaged and used for calculating the
dissociation equilibrium constants (Kd) using Kaleidagraph software (Synergy software) as
described in previous reports.41,42 The Kds were determined by fitting the anisotropy data to the
equation:

𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 + {

𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛
} {𝑏 − √𝑏 2 − 4[𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑁𝐴][𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟]
2[𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑁𝐴]
𝑏 = 𝐾𝑑 + [𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑁𝐴] + [𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟]

robs is the observed anisotropy for any point in the titration curve, rmin is the minimum observed
anisotropy in the absence of protein/40S ribosomal subunits, and rmax is the maximum anisotropy
at saturation.
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Fluorescence anisotropy experiments were also used in Part 2 of this report to assess binding
of 5′ SLC, SLC mutants, and FUS RNA oligomers to eIF3 and to show the helicase-dependent
changes of UTR affinities for eIF3 subunits. All fluorescence anisotropy binding experiments were
performed and analyzed as described for Part 1 experiments, but final binding figures and Kd
values were generated using Kintek Explorer software.59,60

Figure 5-1. Depiction of a fluorescence anisotropy titration experiment. In this report the
small, labeled compound depicted in the figure is the RNA of interest. Additional eIFs and
unlabeled RNAs used in any individual experiment would be present in the cuvette before
the large factor (eIF3 or 40S ribosome) is titrated in. Image was modified from original
source to represent the simultaneous collection of IVV and IVH fluorescence using two
photomultiplier tubes.
Source: Gijsbers, et al. Journal of visualized experiments, 2016
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5.3 Gel Shift Assays
Gel shift assays were performed to confirm simultaneous binding of the 3BTE and 5UTRs to
eIF3. Binding reactions for the individual RNAs (final concentration 250nM) to eIF3 (final
concentration 350nM) were done in THEMK buffer (34mM Tris HCl pH = 7.8, 66mM HEPES,
0.1mM EDTA, 2.5mM MgCl2, 75mM KCl).61 Reactions were performed at 25°C for 20 minutes in
presence of the helicase unwinding complex (500nM each of eIF4A, eIF4B, eIF4F and 5mM ATP).
For simultaneous binding, both the RNAs (250nM of the 3BTE, with 3-fold molar excess of the 5
UTR RNA, 750nM) were added together. The RNA-eIF3 complexes were resolved in native 1%
agarose gel in cold TBE buffer at 4°C at 50V for 1 hour and were visualized using ethidium bromide
staining. Similarly, gel shift assays were also performed using the control RNAs (polyUC, MNeSV
ISS, and 18S rRNA oligonucleotide).
5.4 SHAPE Footprinting
Selective 2-Hydroxyl Acylation analyzed by Primer Extension (SHAPE) footprinting of RNA is
a chemical probing technique that can reveal both structural and binding data for RNA and RNPs
as depicted in figure 5-2. SHAPE reactions followed established protocols with some
modifications.11,62,63 Briefly, RNA was refolded in 1X SHAPE buffer (20mM HEPES, 300mM KCl,
2mM DTT, 5mM MgCl2, pH 7.5) by incubation for 5 minutes at 65°C followed by 1 minute on ice.
10 pmols of refolded RNA were added to 25µl reactions containing 1X SHAPE buffer, 1µl RiboLock
RNase inhibitor (ThermoScientific) and eIF mixtures (0.3µM each of eIF4A, eIF4B, eIF4F, 0.25µM
eIF3, and 5mM ATP). eIF mixtures without eIF4F, eIF3, or both were also prepared. RNA was
incubated with the initiation factor mix for 30 minutes at 37°C, then reacted with 3µl of 14mM
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(25mM for larger RNA) 1-methy-7-nitroisatoic anhydride (1M7)64 for 70 seconds. 1M7 modified
RNA was purified using ZYMO clean and concentrator spin columns with 2X 800µl washes with
DNA/RNA wash buffer and final elution in 10 µl DNase/RNase-free water. Negative controls were
prepared in the same manner without addition of any eIFs and with 3µl DMSO in place of 1M7.
The Purified RNA was mixed with 9µl of a reverse transcriptase (RT) buffer: 1µL of 10µM 5′cyanine5 labeled cDNA SHAPE primer /Cy5/CAGTTGCTCTCCAGCGG (IDT), 1µl RiboLock, 2 µl of
10mM dNTP mix (NEB), 1µl DTT 0.1mM, and 4µl 5x first-strand buffer (Invitrogen). This mixture
was heated to 65°C for 5 minutes and allowed to slowly cool to 50°C for primer annealing. Once
at 50°C, 1µl of SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) was added and allowed to react
for 40 minutes. Sequencing data was produced by running additional RT reactions on unmodified
RNAs in the presence of ddNTPs. Final cDNA was recovered by adding 2µl 2M NaOH at 95°C for
3 minutes to digest the RNA, neutralizing with 2µl 2M HCl, adding 3µl 3M sodium acetate as a
precipitant, adding 80µl 100% EtOH and pelleting the cDNA. Pellets were dried and resuspended
in 60µl SLS buffer (Sciex). 2µl of each resuspended pellet was added to a 96 well plates for
analysis, diluted to 40µl SLS and mixed with 0.5µl 400 bp DNA Size Standard (Sciex). Final cDNA
was analyzed by capillary electrophoresis (CE) using a Beckman GenomeLab GeXP Genetic
Analysis System using custom CE parameters optimized for footprinting analysis.65 CE data was
aligned using MATLAB CEQ alignment software from the Laedearch Lab (UNC Chapel Hill) and
analyzed using the SHAPEfinder software from the Giddings Lab (UNC Chapel Hill).66 SHAPEfinder
results for different eIF mixtures were compared against each other in excel.
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Figure 5-2. Depiction of a SHAPE reaction. SHAPE reagent concentrations must be optimized
depending on RNA structure, size, and concentration to achieve single-hit kinetics. Excessive
1M7 or other SHAPE reagent will lead to multiple acylations per RNA, increasing the number
of short cDNAs and exacerbating 3′ bias in the data. Such bias is not avoidable altogether and
SHAPEfinder software has a built-in algorithm correcting for 3′ bias.
SHAPE footprinting reactions are carried out in the same manner as regular SHAPE reactions,
but with eIFs present that prevent the acylation of bound nucleotides. Footprinting eIFs are

removed before primer extension with reverse transcriptase
5.5 Toeprinting
Toeprinting resembles SHAPE footprinting since both techniques generate cy5-labeled cDNA
which can then be analyzed via capillary electrophoresis using the same CE instrumental
parameters. However, unlike SHAPE which uses acylation of ribose sugars to create reverse
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transcriptase stops, toeprints utilize bound protein themselves to generate the stops. Thus,
observed toeprints represent only the 3′ end of bound factors as shown in figure 5-3.67 20µL
Toeprint reactions were prepared using the same concentrations of factors and the same buffer
as SHAPE reactions. After incubating RNA with factors for 30 minutes at 37°C, 10µL of the reaction
was mixed with another 9µL of RT buffer, kept at 37°C for 1 minute, then 1µL of SuperScript III
was added and toeprint reactions were carried out 37°C for 20 minutes. cDNA processing and
analysis was identical to the SHAPE footprinting protocol described above.

Figure 5-3. Depiction of a toeprint reaction. Reverse transcription reaction for
toeprint experiments are carried out at lower temperatures to maintain RNA
structures and RNA-Protein interactions.
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5.6 Translation Efficiency Assays
The BlucB105 reporter gene contains a firefly luciferase gene surrounded by the full BYDV 5′
UTR and the 105 bases of 3′ BTE.24 Translation assays were performed by adding 1µg of wt
BlucB105 or mutant BlucB105 RNA to 25µl in vitro reaction mixtures made using the wheat germ
extract (WGE) in vitro translation system from Promega. The reaction mixtures contained 50%
v/v WGE (Promega), 80µM amino acid mixture (Promega), 60mM Potassium Acetate (Promega),
and 1.6 units/µl RiboLock RNase inhibitor (ThermoScientific). After addition of RNA to the
mixtures, reactions were incubated at 25°C for 40 minutes and stopped by the addition of 60µM
puromycin. 3µl of each reaction was added to 30µl Bright-Glo luciferase assay reagent (Promega)
and measured for luminescence using a SpectraMax iD5 microplate reader (Molecular Devices)
with default endpoint luminescence settings. Each reaction was measured in triplicate and
repeated at least 5 times. Relative translational efficiency of each RNA was determined in relation
to wt BlucB105 reacting concurrently and using WGE from the same batch. Averages and standard
deviations of all translation reactions were calculated and graphed in excel.
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Part 1: Identifying eIF3-UTR Interactions in BYDV Translation Initiation
6 Part 1 Results
6.1 Pull-Down Complex on BTE RNA
It is known that the helicase complex eIF4F, eIF4A, and eIF4B play an important role in BYDV
translation, but they are not able to promote 40S recruitment and translation of BYDV by
themselves. To identify any other factor(s) that may be involved in 3BTE-mediated translation
initiation, we utilized total proteome LC-MS characterization of the ribosomal complex pulled out
from wheat germ extract using the BYDV 3BTE RNA as bait. A chimeric BYDV 3′BTE-streptotag
construct was designed for the assembly and subsequent purification of the translation initiation
complexes. The affinity-pulled out complexes were fractionated by sucrose gradient and the
components were analyzed using LC-MS (figure 6-1). Apart from the ribosomal proteins, twelve
eIF3 subunits were detected in this complex (Table 6-1) along with eIF4G, eIF4A and eIF2 subunit
3. The Uniprot wheat database was used for the searches, so proteins from bread wheat (Triticum
aestivum) and related wild wheat varieties (Aegilops tauschii, Triticum urartu and Aegilops
speltoides) were detected.68
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Figure 6-1.

Schematics showing the experiments performed to isolate and identify

protein/ribosomal complexes bound to the 3BTE. The 3BTE bound proteins/complexes
were purified using streptotagged 3BTE RNA and were fractionated using sucrose
gradients. The fractionated complexes were pooled and analyzed on 1% Native agarose gel
(Lane 1: purified 40S and 60S ribosomal subunits for reference, Lane 2: 3BTE-ribosome
complex, Lane 3: the tagged 3BTE RNA used for affinity purification) and the protein
components were identified using LC-MS.
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Table 6-1. Subunits of eIF3 detected in LC-MS and the number of peptides detected per
subunit. The relatively high peptide count for eIF3c suggests it may be directly interacting
with BTE.
eIF3 subunit

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

i

j

k

l

m

Unique Peptides

5

2
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1

11

9

10

9

11

2

5

1

5

Table 6-2. Equilibrium dissociation constants (Kd) for binding of the 3BTE and 5UTR RNA
oligonucleotides to native wheat eIF3 protein.
eIF3
RNA-eIFs

Kd  S.D. (nM)

Anisotropy

Goodness of

(rmax-rmin)

fit (R2)

3BTE + helicase complex

29.6  1

0.063

0.996

3BTE + helicase complex (*no eIF4F)

19  0.9

0.029

0.993

62  3

0.047

0.997

5UTR + helicase complex

39.4  2.9

0.042

0.993

5UTR + helicase complex + 3X

86.8  4.7

0.052

0.995

3BTE + helicase complex + 3X
unlabeled 5UTR

unlabeled 3BTE
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6.2 BTE Showed Specific Binding to Native Wheat eIF3
To quantitate the 3BTE-eIF3 interaction and validate the pull-down results, we employed
previously established fluorescence anisotropy binding assays41,42,69 in the presence of the
helicase complex (eIF4A, eIF4B, eIF4F and ATP), which has already been reported to enhance 40S
ribosomal subunit recruitment to the 3BTE.41 The binding of the 3BTE RNA to native eIF3 protein
(purified from WGE) was very tight (figure 6-2, Table 6-2) (Kd = 29.6 ± 1 nM). Since eIF3 is known
to bind primarily to the 40S ribosomal subunit proteins and not to the ribosomal RNA70-74 we
used a 45 nucleotide RNA corresponding to wheat 18S rRNA (bases 1040-1084) as a negative
control. A 100 nucleotide polyUC synthetic unstructured RNA and a 100 nucleotide MNeSV Ishaped CITE (ISS) were also used as controls. The ISS RNA forms an extended stem-loop structure
with 6 single stranded apical nucleotides which are complementary to an upstream 5’UTR loop.10
These complementary nucleotides may potentially be involved in a kissing loop interaction. The
ISS RNA was included as a control to assess if an unrelated CITE element with potential kissing
loop interaction binds to eIF3.10 The control RNA oligonucleotides showed no binding to eIF3,
even in the presence of the helicase complex (figure 6-2). To test the possibility that eIF3 may be
interacting indirectly with the 3BTE, via binding of eIF3 to eIF4G (which binds very tightly and
specifically to the 3BTE),69,75 we performed 3BTE-eIF3 anisotropy binding assays in the absence
of eIF4F (in the presence of only eIF4A-eIF4B-ATP). The 3BTE showed very tight binding to eIF3,
even in the absence of eIF4F, indicating that the 3BTE-eIF3 binding is direct and not solely
mediated through eIF4F (figure 6-2, Table 6-2, Kd = 19 ± 0.9 nM).
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Figure 6-2. Fluorescence anisotropy for the binding of 5’ fluorescein labeled BTE to native
wheat eIF3. The weak binding indicated a non-specific interaction in the absence of the
helicase complex, but binding increased significantly with helicase (Kd = 29.6 ± 1). BTE
showed tight binding to eIF3 in the absence of eIF4F (Kd = 19 ± 0.9). The negative control 18S
rRNA, polyUC RNA and MNeSV ISS RNA showed no binding to eIF3, even in the presence of
helicase.
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6.3 BYDV 5′UTR Also Showed Specific Binding to eIF3
To assess if eIF3 binds to the 5UTR of BYDV, possibly bringing the two UTRs together, 5
fluorescein labeled 5UTR was titrated with purified, native eIF3. The BYDV 5UTR showed very
tight binding to eIF3 in the presence of active helicase (figure 6-3, Table 6-2, Kd = 39.4 ± 2.9 nM).
To assess the role of helicase complex assisted unwinding of the 5UTR, in binding to eIF3, the

Figure 6-3. Fluorescence anisotropy for the binding of 5’ fluorescein labeled 5’UTR to
native wheat eIF3. The binding was not significant in the absence of the helicase complex
but increased significantly with helicase (Kd = 39.4 ± 2.9). The binding was abolished if no
ATP was added to the helicase complex or it if was replaced by AMPPNP.
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anisotropy binding assays were done in the absence of ATP and in the presence of AMPPNP (a
non-hydrolysable analogue of ATP) (figure 6-3). In the absence of ATP (when only eIF4A, eIF4B
and eIF4F were added), or in the presence of the helicase complex and AMPPNP; eIF3-5UTR
binding was completely abolished, showing that an active helicase complex is necessary for
binding of the 5UTR RNA to eIF3.
6.4 SHAPE Analysis of Helicase Activation in eIF3 Binding
Binding studies displayed that eIF3 would not interact strongly with the 5UTR or 3BTE
without an active helicase complex. For a closer look at the effect of activating helicase factors
with ATP, differential SHAPE studies shown in figure 6-4 compare the SHAPE reactivity of the
5UTR before and after addition of ATP and eIF3. SHAPE results of helicase factors with and
without ATP are overlayed in figure 6-4A and statistically significant decreases in SHAPE reactivity
(representing an increase in protection from 1M7) are marked with red arrows while increases
in reactivity (representing a decrease in 1M7 protection and loss of secondary structure) are
marked with blue arrows. These changes in reactivity are represented quantitatively in the upper
plot of figure 6-4B. As expected with helicase activation, we see some loss of structure in stem
loops A, B, and C. When eIF3 is added to active helicase mixture we see that exposed sites of the
5UTR become protected once more which is congruous with the earlier data showing helicase
activation enables eIF3 binding.
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Figure 6-4. Differential SHAPE results. The colored bars and arrows represent significant
changes where significance is defined as a change in normalized SHAPE reactivity (D) > 0.2,
and a p-value less than 0.05. (A) shows SHAPE footprinting results from conditions with (Dark
grey bars) and without (light grey bars) ATP. Nucleotide positions with significantly different

changes between data sets are marked with red or blue arrows. (B) Statistically significant
relative SHAPE changes are quantified as increased protection (red bars) or decreased
protection blue bars in the upper plot. The calculation is repeated for addition of eIF3 in the
lower plot
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6.5 Both BYDV UTRs Can Bind to eIF3 Simultaneously
Gel shift assays were performed to confirm if the 5UTR and 3BTE RNAs bind to eIF3
simultaneously, possibly without competing (figure 6-5) The UTRs either individually, or together
(with one UTR in 3-fold excess) were incubated with the helicase complex and eIF3. The
complexes were resolved in 1% native agarose gels. The 5UTR and the 3BTE, both individually
and together, showed clear shifts when bound to eIF3. The combined 3 and 5UTR shift displays
a strong, simultaneous interaction of both the UTRs with eIF3 (figure 6-5A). None of the negative
control RNAs showed significant shifts in the presence of eIF3 (figure 6-5A). These results further
indicate that eIF3 may be involved in stabilizing the long-distance interaction between the two
UTRs of BYDV and may also help recruit/transfer 40S ribosomal subunits from the 3BTE to the
5UTR. In anisotropy binding assays, there was a slight change in the 5UTR binding affinity to eIF3
in the presence of unlabeled 3-fold molar excess of the 3BTE in the reaction mixture (Table 6-2,
Kd = 86.8 ± 4.7 nM), with a slight increase in the overall anisotropy change, indicating that the
5UTR and 3BTE RNAs could bind to eIF3 simultaneously. A double reciprocal plot showed that a
3-fold molar excess of the 3BTE did not compete for 5UTR binding to eIF3 (figure 6-5B). These
data taken together with the gel shift data indicate that both the UTRs and eIF3 form a single
ribonucleoprotein complex.
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Figure 6-5. A) Gel shift assay showing simultaneous binding of BYDV UTRs to eIF3. Both the
RNAs were pre-incubated with the helicase complex and then eIF3 was added. The MNeSV
ISS RNA, polyUC RNA and 18S rRNA derived oligonucleotide were also assessed for binding
to eIF3. Additional details are described in Methods. B) For competition binding assays, 50nM
of labeled 5′UTR was pre-incubated with the helicase complex either with or without added
150nM unlabeled 3′BTE for 20 minutes at 25°C. After the incubations, the sample was titrated
with eIF3. The assays were performed in 20 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 5 mM MgCl2, 200 mM KCl
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6.6 eIF3 is Required for 40S-5′UTR Binding
In the current model for 3BTE-mediated translation, 40S ribosomal subunits bind to the
3BTE (in the presence of the helicase complex, Kd = 120 ± 10 nM)41 and are subsequently (or
simultaneously) transferred to the 5UTR for translation to initiate. To assess the effect of eIF3 in
this recruitment, we performed fluorescence anisotropy assays in the presence of eIF3 and
helicase complex. The 3BTE-40S binding affinity increased significantly (figure 6-6, Kd = 4.9 ± 0.4
nM). 5UTR RNA showed no binding to 40S ribosomal subunits in the presence of only the helicase
complex but showed a very tight and specific binding to 40S ribosomal subunits (figure 6-6, Kd =
4.2 ± 0.9 nM) when eIF3 was added along with the helicase complex. There was no significant
difference in the 5UTR-40S binding affinity; even when 3-fold molar excess of the unlabeled
3BTE was added during the titration (figure 6-6, Kd = 2.7 ± 0.6 nM). These results confirmed that
in the presence of eIF3, both the UTRs could bind to 40S ribosomal subunits simultaneously, with
nanomolar affinities within the physiological range known for these interactions.76
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Figure 6-6. Fluorescence anisotropy binding of BYDV UTRs to wheat 40S ribosomal subunit.
The fluorescein labeled RNAs (50nM) were pre-incubated with the helicase complex, eIF3
(150nM) and ATP (5mM) at 25°C for 20 minutes, and then titrated with 40S ribosomal

subunits (2µM). Both the UTRs showed very tight binding to 40S subunits in the presence of
the helicase complex and eIF3 (BTE-40S, Kd = 4.9 ± 0.4 nM, and 5′UTR-40S, Kd = 4.2 ± 0.9
nM). The 5′UTR showed no binding to 40S subunits in the absence of eIF3, but in the
presence of eIF3, the 5′UTR showed very tight binding to 40S ribosomal subunits even in the
presence of a 3-fold molar excess of unlabeled 3′BTE RNA (Kd = 2.7 ± 0.6 nM).
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7 Discussion for Part 1
BYDV utilizes an unconventional pathway for translation initiation by recruiting ribosomes at
the 3BTE, with the help of a subset of the host eIFs: namely eIF4F, eIF4A and eIF4B.41 However,
for mRNA translation to begin, this recruited ribosomal complex must transfer to the 5UTR and,
at some point, must interact with both UTRs simultaneously. The only mechanism known to aid
this transfer is the long distance, RNA-RNA kissing loop interaction between five bases in the
3BTE and 5UTR. It seems unlikely that the five Watson-Crick pairs alone could maintain a stable
interaction long enough for the transfer of this large, ~2 megadalton complex. Moreover, in the
presence of the eIFs reported to recruit 40S ribosomal subunits at the 3′BTE, the 5′UTR did not
show binding to 40S ribosomal subunits suggesting involvement of additional factor(s) in the
transfer/recruitment at the 5′UTR.
To better understand the 5’UTR-3’UTR interaction and the transfer of the 40S-eIF complex to
the 5′UTR, we identified additional proteins bound to the ribosomal complex recruited at the
3′BTE. To do this, we applied a pull-down based strategy using the 3′BTE as bait. As expected,
eIF4G and multiple 40S ribosomal proteins were detected, along with eIF4A, eIF2 subunit 3 (eIF2
subunit gamma) and twelve subunits of eIF3 (subunits a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, k, l, m).
Using fluorescence anisotropy binding measurements, we showed that purified native wheat
germ eIF3 binds specifically to both the 3BTE and the 5UTR RNAs, in the presence of an active
helicase unwinding complex. This is the first report showing direct, specific binding of the 40SeIF complex to the BYDV 5′UTR. It was evident from the anisotropy binding and gel shift assays
that both the UTRs could bind to eIF3 and the 40S-eIF complex simultaneously.
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In canonical translation initiation, eIF3 interacts with several initiation factors, the 40S
ribosomal subunit and thus plays a central role in assembly of pre-initiation complexes.77-79 A few
recent reports have shown that mammalian eIF3 binds specifically to defined structural elements
in a set of mRNAs involved in cell growth control and regulates their expression.35,80 However,
for some of the 5′UTRs that showed immunoprecipitation with eIF3 in cell lysates, it has been
proposed that additional factors are required for binding of eIF3 to the target stem-loops,35 a
requirement that is indicated by the helicase dependence we observed in anisotropy binding and
differential SHAPE experiments.
BYDV UTRs are highly structured which inspired out efforts in part 2 of this report to
understand the sequence/structure motifs, and the mechanism involved in 3′BTE-5′UTR-eIF3
interactions. Our data in part 1 indicate that eIF3’s binding to the 3′BTE is not solely indirect
through interaction with eIF4G subunit of eIF4F, because eIF3 could bind to the 3′BTE even when
eIF4F was not added (figure 6-2). The additional roles of eIF3 in 3′BTE-mediated translation, apart
from bridging the two UTRs and helping in the transfer of translation ribosomal machinery from
the 3′ to 5′UTR during translation initiation cannot be explored further with the data shown thus
far.
Figure 7-1 summarizes the binding affinities of various eIFs to the 3′BTE and 5′UTR RNAs that
have been reported so far,41,42 including the ones from this study. eIF4F plays a central role in
BTE-mediated translation as it binds to the 3′BTE (via the eIF4G subunit) and determines the
efficiency of mRNA translation.42,69,75
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In a recent report, the core domain of eIF4G (MIF4G) along with a small region immediately
upstream of MIF4G (eIF4G601-1196)69,81 was shown to be crucial for efficient binding to the 3′BTE
and for 3′BTE-mediated translation of a reporter gene in wheat germ lysates. This eIF4G601-1196
includes the eIF3 binding site, along with eIF4A/4B and RNA binding sites,69 suggesting possible
roles of these eIFs in 3′BTE-mediated translation. eIF4F binds specifically and very tightly to the
3′BTE (29 ± 3nM, figure 7-1), and the helicase unwinding factors, eIF4A and eIF4B bind only

Figure 7-1. Summary of the binding affinities of BYDV UTRs for different eIFs (eIF4A, eIF4B,
eIF4F) and 40S including eIF3. In the presence of eIF3, both the UTRs showed very tight
binding to 40S subunits within the physiological range reported for these complexes.
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moderately. Combined these eIFs act as a helicase unwinding complex (eIF4A, eIF4B, eIF4F and
ATP) have been shown to stimulate binding of 40S ribosomal subunits to the 3′BTE.41
The 3′BTE can facilitate protein translation even when it is present in the 5’UTR context and
in that case the 5′UTR of BYDV is dispensable.40,54,82 None of these eIFs have been shown to
interact directly with the 5’UTR,75 making the 3′BTE a suitable candidate for initial recruitment of
these eIFs and the 40S ribosomal subunit.
We showed a direct and specific binding of 40S ribosomal subunits to the 5′UTR in the
presence of the helicase complex and eIF3. We believe the helicase complex is necessary for eIF3
binding to partially unwind the complex 5’UTR structure and provide a “landing” for eIF3 and that
eIF3 must still recognize structural and likely sequence elements of the 5’ UTR as evidenced by
the SHAPE results in figure 6-4. Collectively, our results expand the earlier proposed model41
providing substantial evidence that 40S ribosomal subunits initially recruited to the 3′BTE rely on
interactions with eIF3 to bring factors to the 5′UTR. The data presented thus far supports an
updated model shown in figure 7-2. The first step in 3′BTE-mediated translation is binding of
eIF4F (via the eIF4G subunit) to the 3′BTE. No helicase unwinding activity is required for this
interaction, but recently it was shown that the helicase complex enhances binding of eIF4G to
the 3′BTE.69 The conventional synergistic initiation factor interactions including helicase
unwinding complex eIF4A (via binding to the eIF4G subunit of eIF4F), eIF4B and ATP stimulates
and recruits the 40S ribosomal subunit possibly as the preformed 43S pre-initiation complex
which includes eIF3, at the 3′BTE.69,83 This 43S PIC recruitment may also involve the
complementary base pairing of the now unwound six base tract (GAUCCU) in the 17 nt conserved
3′BTE sequence, to the corresponding sequence in 18S rRNA acting as a lynchpin for proper
49
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Figure 7-2. Model for recruitment of the pre-initiation complex to the 5′UTR via 3′BTE. eIF4F
complex binds directly to SLI of the 3′BTE, and recruits eIF4A and eIF4B via the conventional
factor-factor interactions. In the presence of ATP, eIF3 (possibly as a part of the 43S preinitiation complex) binds to the 3′BTE (via direct binding and through interaction of eIF3 with
eIF4G) and the 40S/PIC is recruited. Subsequently (or simultaneously), the kissing loop
interaction between SLIII (of the 3′BTE) and SL-D (of the 5′UTR, BCL) brings the UTRs together
in appropriate alignment enabling eIF3 to stabilize the interaction through direct binding to
the 5’ UTR. This stable complex, with the assistance of the helicase complex is able to transfer
the 43S PIC to the 5’UTR for translation to begin. Additionally, eIF4A, eIF4B and ATP
unwinding of the sequence GAUCCU in the 3′BTE, which is complementary to a stretch of
bases in 18S rRNA may also act as lynchpin to recruit the complex at the 3′BTE.

alignment of the BTE and 40S subunit,40,41,83 although this interaction has not been proved
experimentally. The kissing loop interaction is relatively weak and may serve to correctly align
the 3’BTE and the 5’UTR. The presence of eIF3 serves to stabilize this interaction. The kissing loop
interaction and simultaneous binding of both the UTRs to eIF3 ensure that the long-range RNA
interactions enabling efficient 40S or PIC transfer and subsequent translation. The recruitment
of 43S PIC at the 3′BTE has the added advantage of keeping the translation and transcription
processes separate on the viral RNA templates.84,85
This model resembles the model proposed for Hepatitis C Virus internal ribosome entry site
(HCV IRES) mediated translation initiation. For start codon recognition and translation initiation,
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HCV IRES only requires eIF2 and eIF3.86,87 The simultaneous binding of the BYDV 3′BTE and 5′UTR
to eIF3 and the 40S subunit resembles the HCV IRES and the 3′UTR interaction with eIF3 and the
40S ribosomal subunit.11,37,41,74,88 HCV IRES recruits the 40S ribosomal subunit at the 5′UTR while
the HCV 3′UTR has been proposed to stimulate IRES-dependent translation by capturing and
redelivering the 40S ribosomal subunit (and eIF3) to the IRES for subsequent rounds of
translation.37 However, in 3′BTE-mediated translation, the 3′BTE plays a more direct role in
recruiting necessary translational machinery. The binding site for HCV-like IRESs on the 40S
ribosomal subunit has been shown to overlap with the binding site for eIF3, thus requiring
rearrangements and displacement of eIF3 upon binding of the IRES to the 40S ribosomal
subunit.73,74 Although displaced from the 40S ribosomal surface, eIF3 still remains attached to
the 40S-IRES complex via interaction with the IRES. Structural studies are required to understand
if the 3BTE and/or 5UTR employ similar strategies in BTE-mediated translation to capture and
deliver the translation machinery from the 3BTE to the 5UTR. We detected some ribosomal
proteins in our mass spectrometry analysis that have been shown to interact directly with the
HCV IRES and the HCV 3′UTR.37 These included RPS3a (ribosomal protein S3a), which has been
reported to interact with both the IRES and 3UTR of HCV RNA. Ten unique peptides were
detected for RPS4, which has been reported to interact with the 3UTR of HCV37 and has been
proposed to be possibly involved in anchoring and positioning of HCV IRES 3X region to make
weak contacts with RPS8 and RPL22 in the context of the 80S ribosome. Many of the other
detected 40S ribosomal proteins have been implicated in various cap-independent translation
initiation mechanisms by different RNA viruses. RPS6 was detected with 8 unique peptides. RPS6
is located in the small head region of the 40S subunit and has been shown to be a critical host
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translational component involved in viral infections of cap-independent viruses.89 RPS6 silenced
plants have been shown to support Tobacco mosaic virus accumulation (capped RNA) in the
inoculated leaves but not Turnip mosaic virus and Tomato bushy stunt virus (both utilize capindependent mechanisms).89 RPS6 is also required for Drosophila C virus and Poliovirus, which
both utilize cap-independent translation that is initiated by IRESs in their 5UTRs.90
Collectively, these data indicate that the unique translation initiation mechanism utilized by
BYDV which involves a CITE in its 3’UTR has similarities with a variety of other, non-canonical viral
translation pathways involving IRESs. A better understanding of the BYDV mechanism may add
to our understanding of the translation initiation mechanisms employed by these pathogens and
could help us in devising universal methods to control them.
8 Part 1 Conclusion
In conclusion, based on these observations, we propose here that in BYDV 3BTE-mediated
translation, eIF3 binds to both the UTRs, stabilizes the 3UTR-5UTR interaction and helps in the
transfer of the translation machinery from the 3BTE to the 5UTR. Although we observed that
40S ribosomal subunit could directly bind to the 5UTR in the presence of the helicase complex
and eIF3 in the in vitro assays, the role of the 3BTE in vivo seems to be more than just recruiting
the 43S PIC. Upon 3BTE binding, crucial conformational changes and structural rearrangements
in the translation initiation complex may lead to locking the recruited complex in an active,
scanning compatible form. Structural studies of the 3BTE recruited complex and the 5UTRbound complex are explored in Part 2 of this report which provides crucial insight into and
additional details of the new, eIF3-dependent mechanism of BYDV translation initiation.
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Part 2: Characterizing eIF4F-eIF3-UTR Interactions in BYDV Translation Initiation
9 Part 2 Results
9.1 The 5′-3′ fusion oligo binds eIF3
The work in part 1 of this report has shown that both the 5′ and 3′ UTRs of BYDV interact
specifically, simultaneously, non-competitively and in a helicase-dependent manner with eIF3.
These conclusions came from analyzing either BYDV UTR individually or analyzing one UTR with
the other present in trans. To better characterize 5′ and 3′ UTR interactions, and the UTRs
simultaneous interactions with eIF3, we designed a new oligomer containing both UTRs in cis
fused together by a 12-nucleotide linker sequence (Figure 9-1C) To show that this fusion oligomer
(FUS) maintained the affinity for eIF3 of the individual UTRs, FUS was 5′-fluorescein labeled and
used in a fluorescence anisotropy binding assay. Figure 9-2 shows a strong FUS-eIF3 interaction
both in the presence of active helicase factors eIF4A, eIF4B, eIF4F and 5 mM ATP
(Kd = 26.3  2.5 nM) and in the absence of those factors (Kd = 27.6  1.4 nM).
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Figure 9-1. Secondary structures of (A) the BYDV 5′ UTR and (B) the 5′ UTR with 3′ BTE
present in trans and (C) the 5′ + 3′ BYDV fusion oligomer (FUS). Color coding depicts the
relative SHAPE reactivity of nucleotides. Orange, yellow, blue, and black depict high,
medium, low, and a lack of 1M7 SHAPE reactivity, respectively.
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Figure 9-2. Anisotropy binding of eIF3 to the FUS oligomer. Green data show eIF3 binding
with helicase factors eIF4A, eIF4B, eIF4F and 5 mM ATP (Kd = 26.3  2.5 nM, rmax = 0.142,

χ2 = 0.054). Red data show eIF3 binding without any factors or ATP (Kd = 27.6  1.4 nM,
rmax = 0.156, χ2 = 0.014).
9.2 Structures and Interactions of wt BYDV is Preserved in FUS
The structures of BYDV 5′ and 3′ UTRs have been experimentally established and shown to
have a translationally-necessary, long-distance RNA-RNA kissing-loop interaction between a 5nucleotide complementary sequence in the 5′-SLD and 3′-SLIII hairpin loops.24,41,81,91 To affirm
that this kissing-loop interaction was preserved in the FUS oligo the BYDV UTRs were analyzed
using SHAPE in 3 contexts: Free 5′ UTR RNA, 5′ UTR RNA with 3′ BTE present in trans, and the FUS
oligomer with 3′ BTE in cis. Addition of 3′-BTE, both cis and trans, protected 5′-SLD from 1M7
SHAPE reactivity as shown by comparing the SHAPE reactivity of the SLD hairpin in figure 9-1A
with SLD in figures 9-1B and 9-1C. A corresponding loss of 1M7 reactivity on 3′-SLIII hairpin is
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seen by comparing the SHAPE results of the 3′ BTE in FUS (figure 9-1C) with published SHAPE
analyses of 3′ BTE by itself.41,81 These results imply that the complementary loops are protecting
one another from 1M7 reactivity and that this essential aspect of BYDV 5′-3′ UTR communication
is intact in these short RNA oligomers. An intact kissing-loop suggests that these UTR oligomers
are behaving like the UTRs of wildtype genomic BYDV UTRs and implies that observed eIF
interactions on these oligomers have physiological significance.
9.3 Addition of eIF4F Alters eIF3-UTR Interactions
To characterize eIF-RNA interactions on the 5′ and 3′ UTRs, SHAPE footprints92-94 were
collected for each RNA template (5′ UTR, 5′ UTR with trans 3′ BTE, and the FUS oligo) in the
presence of several combinations of initiation factors. All footprinting experiments included the
active helicase factors eIF4A, eIF4B, and 5 mM ATP which were the minimum requirement for
eIF3 binding to individual BYDV UTRs as shown in part 1. Helicase factor footprints were
compared against additional footprint experiments that added eIF4F, eIF3, or both to the helicase
factor mix. Each combination of initiation factors and RNA was analyzed three times and each
result was measured against three, factor-free negative controls (n=9). The mean differences
between sets of reaction conditions were calculated and subject to a student t-test to show which
nucleotides had statistically significant changes in SHAPE reactivity caused by the presence of 3′
BTE, eIF4F, and eIF3. These changes can be caused by shifting RNA-Protein interactions, or
changes to RNA structure caused by those interactions. Nucleotides that retain SHAPE protection
across reaction conditions are indicative of positions on the UTR that retain their structure or
their protein interactions.
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Figure 9-3.

(A) Maximum Expected Accuracy (MEA) structure prediction from

RNAstructure shows consistent prediction of 5′ UTR secondary structures with high
confidence in secondary structural elements regardless of whether helicase and eIF3
factors are present. (B) The same phenomenon is observed for the FUS oligomer structural
prediction. Some of the integrity of SLIV is lost in both conditions likely due to structural
flexing caused by RNA-RNA interactions across the UTRs, however SLI-SLIII are well
defined.
Nearest-neighbor predictions of 5′ UTR and FUS oligomer secondary structure with SHAPE
data constraints were calculated using RNAstructure95 and modeled in RNA2Drawer.96 No
combination of factors produced SHAPE data that altered the predicted secondary structure of
the SHAPE or FUS oligomers (see figure 9-3). Thus, all observed changes in SHAPE reactivity are
attributed to direct binding of eIFs to the predicted secondary structures (figure 9-1), or to eIFinduced changes to the RNA tertiary structure and distant RNA-RNA interactions.
Figure 9-4A shows 5′ UTR SHAPE footprint results with no eIF4F nor eIF3 overlayed with
results from footprints that included eIF3. Red and Blue Arrows highlight nucleotides that saw
significant changes in reactivity when eIF3 was present. Gray arrows represent nucleotides that
maintained SHAPE protection regardless of eIF3 addition. These differences are represented in
the upper plot of figure 9-4B where the red bars show an eIF3-dependent increase in protection
of SLA and SLB and the 5′ end of the SLC internal loop. The lower plot of figure 9-4B was generated
in the same manner, but eIF4F was present for both sets of SHAPE reactions being compared.
The lower plot shows an eIF3-dependent increase in SHAPE protection on the 3′ end of SLC.
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The two plots of Figure 9-4B have similar distribution of grey bars that indicate nucleotides
maintaining SHAPE protection both before and after addition of eIF3. These RNA positions
represent sites that are either subject to minor structural changes or directly bound by the
helicase factors that help mediate eIF3 binding to BYDV 5′ UTR. The Figure 9-4B plots show
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Figure 9-4. Differential SHAPE reactivity (a) Normalized 1M7 SHAPE reactivity patterns
acquired from SHAPEfinder represent local flexibility of BYDV 5′ UTR nucleotides in the
presence of initiation factors eIF4A, eIF4B, and 5 mM ATP (light grey) compared against the
flexibility of 5′ UTR under those same conditions with the addition of eIF3 (dark grey). Blue
and red arrows highlight nucleotides that saw significant increases and decreases in SHAPE
reactivity, respectively, upon addition of eIF3. Grey arrows show sites of maintained
protection from SHAPE reactivity. (b) Plot of changes in SHAPE reactivity of BYDV 5’ UTR in
the presence of eIF4A, eIF4B, eIF4F, and ATP caused by changes in eIF-RNA interactions upon
addition of eIF3. Significantly modified nucleotides that saw an increased protection from or
exposure to 1M7 reactivity are labeled by red and blue bars, respectively. Nucleotides with
maintained protection are labeled by dark grey bars. Significance is defined by a reactivity
difference (D) > ǀ0.2ǀ, p < 0.05. Light Grey bars indicate less significant changes in reactivity
with D < ǀ0.2ǀ or p > 0.05. Dark grey bars indicate nucleotides with small reactivity differences
between reaction conditions being compared (D < ǀ0.3ǀ, p > 0.05) where both conditions (C1
and C2) show protection from 1M7 reactivity (C1 and C2 > 0.1).
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differing distributions of nucleotides with significant increases in SHAPE protection after eIF3
addition (red bars). This change in eIF3 SHAPE protection shows that the presence of eIF4F can
direct the eIF3 interaction on the 5′ UTR by bringing the eIF3 complex to interact more specifically
with SLC. Because eIF3 is required for 40S ribosomal subunit binding on the 5′ UTR (Part 1), the
ability of eIF4F to alter the eIF3 interaction with BYDV 5′ UTR would in turn adjust the position of
the 40S ribosome on the 5′ UTR during translation initiation. The observed change in eIF3-BYDV
interactions caused by eIF4F moves eIF3 in a 3′ direction bringing eIF3 and any 40S bound to it
closer to the start codon.
9.4 Toeprints of eIF3 Match SHAPE Results
For another perspective of the effect of eIF4F on eIF3 binding of the 5′ UTR, toeprint
experiments were carried out in the presence of eIF3 by itself; eIF3 with eIF4A, 4B and ATP; eIF3
with eIF4A, 4B, 4F, and ATP (Figure 9-5). The addition of helicase factors without eIF4F shows the
generation of a strong toeprint signal at nucleotide 84, just after SLC. This toeprint at 84 remains
when eIF4F is added. The additional toeprints seen at 91 and 116 appear in toeprint experiments
without eIF3 and have been attributed to intrinsic stops caused by the SLD structure, though not
conclusively so.41 These stops may be caused by SLD directly, indirectly by eIF3’s effect on SLD
stability, or by eIF3 directly. Regardless, the emergence of a toeprint at 84 agrees with the
conclusions from Part 1 that proper eIF3 binding requires active helicase factors, and with the
SHAPE data shown in the previous section that shows maintained or increased SHAPE protection
at and immediately preceding nucleotide 83. This all implicates the loop preceding nucleotide 83,
SLC, as a key player in eIF3 interactions on the 5′ UTR.
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Figure 9-5. Analyzed CE data for toeprints from (A) eIF3 alone, (B) eIF3 with helicase factors
excluding eIF4F, and (C) eIF3 with helicase factors including 4F. The upper plots of each
conditions show aligned and normalized CE data for toeprints (in orange) and background
stops from free RNA (in blue). Peaks are integrated, background values are subtracted, and
the resulting differences are shown in the lower bar graphs. Peaks where toeprint data had
a value of three or greater above the background was indicative of a toeprints signal.
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9.5 BTE Enhances the Observed Shift in eIF3 Binding Caused by eIF4F
The same analysis of the eIF4F affect was analyzed in the presence of BTE (Figure 9-6). The
two plots from figure 9-4B are combined in figure 9-7A showing which nucleotides gain (red bars)
or lose (blue bars) SHAPE protection from eIF3 after addition of eIF4F. Grey bars indicate
positions that maintain SHAPE protection from eIF3 regardless of eIF4F addition. Figures 9-7B

Figure 9-6. relative SHAPE differences suggest that BTE enhances eIF4F’s ability to direct eIF3
binding on the 5′ UTR. Data in this figure are used to generate plots in figure 9-7B and 9-7C. (A) Shows
significant eIF3-dependent changes in SHAPE reactivity in the presence of helicase factors without
eIF4F (Top plot) and with eIF4F (bottom plot) when BTE is present in trans. (B) Shows the same
comparison of eIF3 SHAPE changes for the Fusion oligomer.
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and 9-7C were generated in the same manner as 9-7A but using the 5′ UTR +BTE and the FUS RNA
templates shown in figure 9-6. The addition of both trans and cis 3′ BTE enhanced the ability of
eIF4F to direct eIF3 interactions with BYDV 5′ UTR as shown by the increase in red and blue peaks
in Figures 9-7B and 9-7C when compared with 9-7A. 3′ BTE binds directly to eIF4F, to the 5′ UTR
via the kissing loop, and to eIF3 with the help of helicase factors.43,97 These interactions account
for the ability of BTE to aid eIF4F in directing eIF3 binding on BYDV.
Figure 9-7B shows trans-BTE and eIF4F move eIF3 over the single-stranded region between
SLC and SLD (ssCD) and onto the small bulge immediately upstream from the SLD hairpin. The
bulge in SLA, hairpin of SLB and single stranded region between SLA and SLB (ssAB) are also
affected by the shift of eIF3. Figure 9-7C shows that cis-BTE and eIF4F make eIF3 shift more
completely onto SLD where it protects nucleotides just beyond the 3′ end of the SLD hairpin
across from the SLD bulge. Figures 9-7B and 9-7C also show a loss of protection on the hairpin of
5′ SLC that corresponds with the increased protection on SLD as eIF4F and BTE pull the eIF3
complex downstream.
Because the FUS oligo contained BTE in cis we were able to analyze the eIF4F-induced
changes to the eIF3 footprint on BTE that correspond with the shifts on the 5′ UTR. Figure 9-7C
shows a loss of eIF3 protection on the hairpin of SLI and significantly increased eIF3 protection
on SLIII showing that the eIF3 shift on both UTRs moves towards the two RNA loops involved in
the kissing-loop interaction (5′-SLD and 3′-SLIII).
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significance threshold increased to p < 0.10 due to slightly higher variability in peak intensities compared to BYDV 5’ UTR.

Fusion oligo. Graph represents the difference of the two plots shown in figure 9-6B. All Fusion oligomer data had its statistical

present in trans. The graph represents the difference of the two plots shown in figure 9-6A. (C) An eIF4F induced shift of eIF3 on the

represents the difference of the 2 plots presented in figure 9-4B. (B) An eIF4F induced shift of eIF3 on BYDV 5’ UTR with 3’ BTE

Figure 9-7. Shift of eIF3-protected sites caused by the addition of eIF4F. (A) An eIF4F induced shift of eIF3 on BYDV 5’ UTR. Graph

The observed eIF3 shifts on each UTR of the FUS oligo are centered around a small cluster of
bases that maintain their eIF3 SHAPE protection after addition of eIF4F. The 5′ UTR cluster
comprises bases 73-76 encompassing the 3′ end of the internal loop of SLC. The BTE cluster
comprises bases 203-206 encompassing the small bulge at the 3′ end of SLII. The observation of
these positions with maintained eIF3 binding fit a model in which core eIF3 subunits create a
bridge between these central positions of each UTR while peripheral eIF3 subunits pivot around
those core subunits in response to the presence of eIF4F. This restructuring of eIF3 on BYDV is
reminiscent of known rearrangements of eIF3 subunits on the 40S ribosome in canonical
translation.31
9.6 Tertiary Structure Predictions Provide Insight Into eIF3-Dependent Model
To better visualize the shift of eIF3-RNA interactions caused by eIF4F and BTE, the differential
SHAPE results shown in figure 9-7 were overlayed on RNA composer98,99 predictions of the 5′ UTR
and FUS oligo tertiary structures shown in figure 9-8. SHAPE-informed secondary structure
predictions (figure 9-1) are maintained in tertiary structure predictions as shown in Figures 9-8A
and 9-8D. In Figures 9-8B, 9-8C, and 9-8E the backbones of nucleotides that gain and lose eIF3
protection are marked by red and blue spheres, respectively, while nucleotides that maintain
their eIF3 protection are marked with grey speres.
The predicted proximity of ssAB, SLB, and ssCD can explain why these regions all saw
increased protection when trans BTE and eIF4F pulled the eIF3 complex away from the SLC
hairpin (figure 9-8C). However, these regions lose eIF3 protection when cis BTE and eIF4F pulled
eIF3 beyond that central hub of 5′ UTR structures and closer to the SLD hairpin (figure 9-8E).
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Figure 9-8E also gives insight into the potential for eIF3 to act as a bridge stabilizing the 5′-3′
UTR interactions. The predicted FUS model showed ~10nm spacing between the eIF3-affected
regions of 3′ and 5′ structures when eIF4F was absent (Blue spheres on SLI-SLC) and when eIF4F
was present (red spheres on SLIII-SLD) which is well within the reach of the large, 800 kDa eIF3
complex. The clusters of nucleotides that maintain their eIF3 SHAPE protection on the 3′ ends of
SLC internal loop and SLII of BTE have a slightly closer predicted proximity of ~9 nm. 71,77
The reorienting of the eIF3 complex bridging the 3′ and 5′ ends of the FUS oligo would affect
the tertiary structure of the oligo and its predicted spacings which in turn would flex the linker
region connecting the UTRs. This flexing and its effect on SHAPE reactivity would be taken to an
extreme when the kissing loop is formed and stabilized as indicated by the increased eIF3 SHAPE
protection on and around the kissing loops when eIF4F and BTE are present. As such, changes in
the pyrimidine-rich domain (PRD) of the 5′ UTR after SLD and the 12-nucleotide linker region are
calculated in figure 9-7C, but not displayed on Figure 9-8E.
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Figure 9-8. (A) RNAcomposer predicted tertiary structures of BYDV 5′ UTR based on the
SHAPE-informed secondary structure prediction generated by RNAstructure (see
supplementary figure 3). (B) figure 9-7A data overlayed on 5′ UTR predicted structure depicts
regions that saw decreased eIF3 protection (blue spheres), increased eIF3 protection (red
spheres), and maintained eIF3 protection (grey spheres) after addition of eIF4F. Entire Loops
and bulges that contain predominately red, blue, or grey nucleotides are colored accordingly
in 2D models. (C) Figure 9-7B data overlayed on 5′ UTR shows the eIF4F-induced shifting of
eIF3-protected sites when the 3′ BTE RNA is present in trans. (D) RNA composer predicted
tertiary structure of the FUS oligo based on the SHAPE-informed secondary structure
prediction. (E) Figure 9-7C data overlayed on the FUS oligomer shows the eIF4F-induced
shifting of eIF3-protected sites when the 3′ BTE RNA is present in cis. PyMOL measurements
show approximate distances between eIF3 SHAPE-protected sites on both 3′ and 5′ UTRs.

9.7 Proper Orientation of SLC-eIF3 Interaction is Required for Efficient Translation
Because 5′ SLC was so involved in the eIF3-UTR interactions as revealed by SHAPE
footprinting, we made four mutants of SLC: changing the U-rich nature of the hairpin (SLC-U),
reversing the entire loop’s orientation (SLC-Rev), flipping only the internal loop of SLC (SLC-ILF),
and removing the internal loop of SLC (SLC-ILR) as shown in Figure 9-9A. The U-rich sequence was
targeted due to similar, U-rich sequences found in eIF3-binding structures from the 5′ UTRs of
other, non-canonically translating mRNAs.12,74,100 The SLC-rev and SLC-ILF mutants were based
on the idea that this would reorient the way eIF3 interacts with the 5′ UTR by disrupting the
orientation between the 5′ SLC binding site and 3′ SLI binding sites depicted in figure 9-8E and
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prevent eIF3 from properly bridging the 5′ and 3′ UTR structures and shifting toward 5′ SLD and
3′ SLIII. The SLC-ILR mutant has a similar affect in repositioning SLC relative to SLI, and in addition
it removes the internal loop bulges completely, which footprinting showed to be eIF3 protected
both with and without eIF4F (figure 9-7C).101

The binding affinities of eIF3 for SLC and the two SLC mutants were determined using
fluorescence anisotropy as shown in Figure 9-9C. SLC-U (Kd = 51.6 ± 2.2 nM), SLC-rev (Kd = 37.9
± 1.9 nM), and SLC-ILR (Kd = 31.5 ± 1.4 nM) mutants bound eIF3 with similar affinity to wt SLC (Kd
= 38.7 ± 1.5 nM), showing that the mutations do not significantly disrupt affinity of eIF3 for SLC.
These similar binding affinities suggest that any translational effects of the mutant SLC-eIF3
interaction are caused by changes in the orientation of the eIF3 complex and reduction of eIF3’s
ability to respond to eIF4F binding, not by the affinity of the complex for SLC.
The addition of helicase factors enhances eIF3 affinity for SLC as is expected by the helicase
dependent binding of eIF3 with the full 5′ UTR (Part 1). Comparison of eIF3 affinity for wt SLC in
the presence of active helicase factors without eIF4F (Kd = 2.9 ± 0.5 nM) and with eIF4F
(Kd = 13.3 ± 0.4 nM) shows a relative weaking of eIF3-SLC affinity in the presence of eIF4F
indicative of an eIF4F restructuring of eIF3 that primes its shift away from SLC.
The SLC mutants were inserted into the BlucB105 reporter construct and translated in WGE.
The results in figure 9-9B show that SLC-U did not alter translation efficiency while mutants that
altered the internal loop of SLC reduced translation significantly, especially the ILR mutant which
removed the internal loop entirely. This is consistent with the idea that, when UTR structures are
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properly oriented, eIF3 bridges 5′ and 3′ structures to facilitate 40S recruitment to 5′ UTR and
and indicates that the SLC internal loop plays a role in facilitating the eIF4F-induced eIF3 shift.

Figure 9-9. (A) Mutations of the BlucB105 reporter construct comprise 2 deletion mutants
and 4 alterations of SLC: Deleted SLA from 5′ UTR (dSLA), deleted SLII from 3′ BTE (dSLII),
Replacing Uracils in the 5′-SLC hairpin with Adenines (SLC-U), a reversal of the SLC sequence
with three point mutations to remove incidental start codons (SLC-rev), flipping of the SLC
internal loop (SLC-ILF), and linearization of the SLC internal loop (SLC-ILL). (B) Relative
luciferase luminescence intensity shows that dSLII, and SLC mutants that altered the internal
loop (rev, ILF and ILL) decreased translation efficiency. (C) Fluorescence anisotropy binding
assays for SLC and SLC mutants shows helicase enhancement of eIF3 affinity and the eIF4F
addition disrupting eIF3 stability on wt SLC.
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Table 9-1. Anisotropy binding studies of eIF3 subunits with or without the presence of active
helicase factors. “NB” cells represent conditions that did not bind, and “---" cells are conditions
yet untested. Binding curves that correspond with these tabulated results are presented in
figures 9-11, 12, and 13.
Subunit binding affinities: Kds ± SD (nM )
eIF3a
RNA

Additional
Factors
none

Kds ± SD
rmax
(nM )

eIF3b
χ2

440 ± 39 0.058 0.103

Kds ± SD
rmax
(nM )
NB

0.031

eIF3d
χ2

Kds ± SD
(nM )

rmax

χ2

NB

NB

0.021

NB

eIF4A, B, F, ATP 187 ± 14 0.054 0.111 21 ± 2 0.024 0.024 166 ± 17 0.025 0.013
5′ UTR

eIF4A, B, ATP

---

---

---

31 ± 5 0.008 0.097

---

---

---

eIF4A, B, F,
AMPPNP

---

---

---

25 ± 3 0.025 0.057

---

---

---

none

237 ± 12 0.028 0.014 443 ± 41 0.020 0.037 69 ± 4

eIF4A, B, F, ATP 61 ± 4 0.203 0.020
3′ BTE

5′ SLC

FUS

eIF4A, B, ATP

---

---

---

eIF4A, B, F,
AMPPNP

---

---

---

none

NB

0.012

NB

NB

0.017

NB

NB

0.002

NB

---

---

---

---

---

---

74 ± 8 0.004 0.066
NB

0.055

NB

NB

0.054

NB

NB

0.021

NB

NB

0.020

NB

363 ± 10 0.072 0.004

---

---

---

---

---

---

eIF4A, B, F, ATP 170 ± 8 0.072 0.016

---

---

---

---

---

---

eIF4A, B, F, ATP
none

257 ± 29 0.113 0.054

0.037 0.053

---

---

---
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9.8 Roles of individual eIF3 subunits
There are 13 subunits of eIF3, all of which were detected in the BTE pull down experiments
discussed in Part 1 of this report (Figure 6-1, Table 6-1). As shown in figure 2-2, Eight of these
subunits generate an octameric core of eIF3 held together by their 6 PCI (Proteasome-COP9
signalosome-eIF3) domains and two MPN (Mpr1-Pad1 N-terminal) domains and form an
anthropomorphic globular structure with designated arms, legs, and a head. An additional five
peripheral subunits containing RNA recognition motifs (RRMs) exist around that core.32
Having identified regions of both BYDV UTRs that are more protected by wt eIF3 either
before or after addition of eIF4F and certifying the importance of SLC in facilitating eIF3
interactions via mutational analyses, we did additional SHAPE footprinting experiments and
fluorescence anisotropy binding experiments to identify the interactions of individual eIF3
subunits with the BYDV UTRs. Both core (eIF3a) and peripheral (eIF3b and eIF3d) subunits were
tested. The results of the binding studies with Both UTRs, SLC and the FUS oligo are presented in
table 9-1 with anisotropy binding curves for each subunit presented in the next 3 subsections.
9.8.1 Analysis of eIF3a
Figure 9-10 shows the SHAPE footprinting results from a truncated version of the core
subunit, eIF3a, interacting with the FUS oligo directly (figure 9-10A) and in the presence of
helicase factors (figure 9-10B and C). This truncated factor (AA 1-644) contains approximately
half of full eIF3a including the N-terminal and PCI regions which form the left arm of the octameric
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protected sites on the 5′ UTR suggesting minimal changes caused by eIF4F.

at ssAB and ssCD likely caused by eIF4A and 4B. (C) The same comparison as shown in 9-10B, but including eIF4F, shows similar

vs those same factors including eIF3a show significant protection of the hairpin of 5′ SLB and SLC and some maintained protection

bulge of 5′ SLA, the hairpin of 3′ SLI, and the internal loop of 3′ SLIII. (B) Differential footprints of active Helicase factors without eIF4F

Figure 9-10. (A) Differential footprints of direct FUS SHAPE data and the truncated eIF3a subunit. eIF3a protected sites include the

eIF3 core. The truncation removes the spectrin domain which binds peripheral subunits.102 This
Isolates any observed interactions between BYDV RNA and eIF3a to only those that would happen
directly with the octameric core of eIF3, and not more complex interactions involved in potential
rearrangements of peripheral subunits. The results in figure 10 show that eIF3a interacts with
BTE on SLI and has minor interaction with SLA in the absence of helicase factors, when helicase
factors are introduced eIF3a gains the ability to interact with the SLC hairpin, but it is not
dislodged from that binding site and moved toward SLD after addition of eIF4F as seen with wt
eIF3 (figure 9-7C and 9-8E). This suggests that eIF3a and its interaction at the SLC hairpin is not a
driving force in the eIF4F-induced restructuring of the eIF3 bridge between the UTRs, but it is
pulled away from this SLC hairpin binding site due to other eIF3-BYDV interactions. The eIF3a-SLC
interaction is also reminiscent of the hepatitis C virus where eIF3a-HCVIIIb binding is involved in
40s recruitment and in translation enhancing 5′-3′ UTR communication.11,37
Figure 9-11 and table 9-1 show the anisotropy binding curves and affinities of RNA oligomers
binding eIF3a. In each plot of figure 9-11 we see the addition of helicase factors enhances the
affinity of eIF3a for the RNA. SLC-eIF3a binding was not analyzed in the presence of helicase
factors, but it would be expected to have a similar, helicase-induced increase in affinity as seen
with the 5′ UTR and FUS oligomers.
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A

B

C

D

Figure 9-11. Fluorescence anisotropy binding of BYDV UTRs, the FUS oligomer and SLC to
eIF3a. (A) shows results for 5′ UTR (10 nM) binding eIF3a in the absence of the helicase
complex (HC) (Kd = 440 ± 39 nM) and after a 20-minute pre-incubation with HC (300 nM
eIF4A, 4B, 4F and 5 mM ATP) (Kd = 187 ± 14 nM). (B) Shows results for 3′ BTE (10nM) binding
eIF3a in the absence of HC (Kd = 237 ± 12 nM) and with HC (Kd = 61 ± 4 nM). (C) Shows results
for FUS (10 nM) binding eIF3a in the absence of HC (Kd = 363 ± 10 nM) and presence of HC
(Kd = 170 ± 8 nM). (D) Shows results for SLC (50 nM) binding eIF4a in the absence of HC.
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9.8.2 Analysis of eIF3b
eIF3b is the peripheral subunit responsible for building the yeast-like core of eIF3 (made
of subunits b, i, and g).30 It is also a subunit that is classically subject to rearrangements caused
by interactions with RNA.31 Figure 9-12 and Table 9-1 show that eIF3b preferentially interacts
with the 5’ UTR in the presence of helicase factors, regardless of whether eIF4F or ATP are present
while nearly the inverse is true of its interaction with 3’ BTE which interacts with eIF3b only in

B

A

Figure 9-12. Fluorescence anisotropy binding of BYDV UTRs to eIF3b. (A) shows results for 5′
UTR (50 nM) binding eIF3b in the absence of HC (No binding) and after a 20-minute preincubation with HC (300 nM eIF4A, 4B, 4F and 5 mM ATP) (Kd = 21 ± 2 nM), HC without eIF4F
(Kd = 31 ± 5 nM), and inactive HC replacing ATP with a nonhydrolyzable analogue AMPPNP
(Kd = 25 ± 3 nM). (B) Shows results for 3′ BTE (50nM) binding eIF3b in the absence of HC
(Kd = 443 ± 41 nM) and with inactive HC (Kd = 74 ± 8 nM). All conditions with active helicase
factors showed no BTE-eIF3b binding.
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the absence of helicase factors or in the presence of inactive factors. The overlap of 5′ UTR and
3′ BTE strongly interacting with eIF3b in the presence of inactive helicase factors while active
helicase factors promote exclusive binding to 5′ UTR seems to suggest a helicase dependent 3’ to
5’ transfer event triggered by ATP hydrolysis. Factor eIF4B and subunit eIF3b are both known to
interact with the spectrin tail of eIF3a30 pointing to a direct role for this peripheral subunit of eIF3
in facilitating the transfer of BTE-bound helicase complex to the 5′ UTR.
9.8.3 Analysis of eIF3d
The peripheral subunit eIF3d has been shown to have cap-binding capabilities.35 This capaffinity may account for eIF3d’s binding to the cap-analogous 3′ BTE40 in the absence of the capbinding factor eIF4F as shown in figure 9-13B. However, a competition between eIF3d and eIF4F
for the cap-like BTE would only explain the loss of eIF3d affinity for BTE in the absence of a
helicase complex and not the corresponding emergence of its affinity for the 5′ UTR shown in
figure 9-13A. As depicted in figure 2-2, eIF4F is known to have binding interactions with eIF3c and
eIF3e (the head and right arm of the octameric core, respectively) and with eIF3d.103 Subunit
eIF3d may also interact with eIF4F directly.104 These known interactions and the helicase complex
induced 3′ to 5′ UTR shift of eIF3d binding suggest that this subunit works in tandem with eIF3b
to transfer 3′ BTE-bound factors to the 5′ UTR. Overall, these eIF3d binding data agree with the
eIF4F and BTE dependent nature of the wt eIF3 shift characterized in this report.
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A

B

Figure 9-13. Fluorescence anisotropy binding of BYDV UTRs to eIF3d. (A) shows results for 5′
UTR (50 nM) binding eIF3d in the absence of HC (No binding) and after a 20-minute preincubation with HC (300 nM eIF4A, 4B, 4F and 5 mM ATP) (Kd = 166 ± 17 nM). (B) Shows
results for 3′ BTE (50nM) binding eIF3d in the absence of HC (Kd = 69 ± 4 nM) and with active
HC (No binding).
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10 Part 2 Discussion
The translation of barley yellow dwarf virus relies on its 3’ translational enhancer, BTE, to
recruit translational machinery, communicate with its 5’ UTR, and transfer said machinery onto
its 5’ UTR. The results of this study build on previous work to establish an expanded model of
BYDV translation in which eIF3 interactions with 5’ and 3’ UTRs and with eIF4F play a key role in
these recruitment, long distance RNA-RNA communication, and transfer events.
BTE contains a conserved 17 nucleotide sequence (bases 4833-4849 in wild type BYDV and
173-189 in the FUS oligomer shown in figure 9-1C). This 17-base sequence contains BTE SLI and
is found on all BYDV-like 3’ CITEs.38 Our data show that eIF3 protects SLI from SHAPE modification
in the presence of active helicase factors eIF4A and eIF4B. This includes segments of SLI that have
been shown to bind eIF4F using similar SHAPE footprinting techniques.42,81 We can compare
literature footprints of eIF4F on BTE41 and our footprint of eIF3 on FUS (upper plot of figure 9-6B)
against the footprint on FUS containing both factors (lower plot of 9-6B) to show that having both
factors present causes a relative decrease in SHAPE protection on SLI and an increase on SLIII
(Figure 9-7C).
This shift of factors fits with results that identify an 18S rRNA-complimentary sequence of 6
bases (GAUCCU) in the conserved sequence as a potential binding site for the 40S ribosomal
subunit. Active helicase factors eIF4A, eIF4B and eIF4F expose bases in that complementary
sequence that are otherwise caught up in secondary structure which helps recruit 40S ribosomes
to BTE with kd = 120 nM affinity.41 When eIF3 is added to those helicase factors both it and eIF4F
move away from this potential 40S binding site which could account for the stronger 40S-BTE
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binding of kd < 5 nM. This binding is comparable to the affinity of 40S ribosomes for eIF4F bound
to the m7GTP cap in canonical, cap-dependent translation76 and suggests a correlation between
the observed shift of eIFs and the previously reported cap-like role of BTE in recruiting factors for
BYDV translation.40,75
An eIF4F-induced shift of eIF3 away from BTE SLI that enhances 40S binding on BTE can also
explain some of the reported binding and translational effects of the BTE mutant, BTEBF. This
translation-inhibiting mutant repeats 4 bases in the conserved sequence, CAUG (bases 174-177
in FUS), which were partially protected in FUS by eIF3 (nucleotide 175 in Figure 4C). Mutant
studies that show a direct correlation between BTE-eIF4F binding stability and BYDV translational
efficiency only saw the expected decrease in eIF4F binding on the BTEBF mutant when the RNA
was pretreated with eIF4F-depleted WGE.42 The shared binding site of eIF4F and eIF3 as well as
eIF3 protection of FUS 175 suggest that the unknown factors in depleted WGE that prevented
eIF4F binding to BTEBF likely included eIF3. The translational necessity of this eIF3-eIF4F
interaction and the resulting shift away from SLI is further supported by the presence of an eIF3
binding domain in the minimal, translationally active core of eIF4G.69
The changes in eIF3 SHAPE protection are represented 3 dimensionally in figure 9-8 where
we see the shift from SLI to SLIII on FUS is mirrored by a shift from SLC to SLD in figure 9-8E on
the 5’ UTR. We also see each of these shifts move around a cluster of bases that maintain their
eIF3 SHAPE protection. Figure 9-8B shows some minor modification to eIF3 binding to 5’ UTR
when eIF4F is present without BTE, but there is little decrease in SHAPE protection that would
signify eIFs moving away from SLC. Only when BTE is present in cis do we see eIF3 fully shift away
from SLC and onto SLD (figure 9-8E). Like FUS, figure 9-8C shows trans BTE and eIF4F cause an
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increase in protection on the bulge of SLD. Unlike FUS, figure 9-8C also shows significant
protection on SLC, ssCD, ssAB, and SLA suggesting less directionality to the shift of factors on 5’
UTR as mediated by eIF4F and trans BTE. The eIF3 shift induced by trans BTE and eIF4F also
decreased SHAPE protection on the kissing loop bases of SLD (nucleotides 104-108 with
significant changes on 104 and 105 shown in figure 9-7B) suggesting that the factor shift
disrupted the kissing loop interaction. If the kissing loop is directing the orientation of factors on
the 5’ UTR, its disruption can explain both the messier shifting of factors caused by trans BTE
compared with cis BTE and the observation that trans BTE inhibits translation of BYDV 40,105 since
trans BTE would improperly or inefficiently interact with 5’ UTR after competing any amount of
eIFs away from cis BTE.
Our earlier work in part 1 showcased the ability of eIF3 to strongly, specifically, and
simultaneously bind both BYDV UTRs. It also characterized the first set of initiation factors
capable of binding and recruiting the 40S ribosome to BYDV 5’ UTR. This identified eIF3 as a
potential bridge between BYDV UTRs able to stabilize the kissing loop interaction and facilitate a
3’ to 5’ transfer of translational machinery. However, we also showed eIF3 and the 40S ribosome
could bind the 5’ UTR even in the absence of BTE which initially seems incongruous with reports
that showed no toeprints forming near the 5’ UTR start codon without BTE and a mechanism that
recruits 40S to the 3’ BTE before transferring machinery to the 5’ end. 41 The observed shift of
eIF3 on both 5’ UTR and BTE and the kissing loop’s implicated role of directing a translationally
necessary reorientation of factors addresses that incongruity since the factor orienting process
and ultimately AUG recognition would rely on BTE whether 40S is first recruited to BTE or the 5’
UTR. Because eIF3 is actively responding to an intact kissing loop and to the factor that is
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specifically recruited at BTE, eIF4F, we can now expand the characterization of eIF3 in BYDV
translation beyond a stabilizing 5’-3’ bridge to include a role as a medium of 5’ and 3’ UTR
communication. The binding data for peripheral subunits of eIF3 shown in figures 9-12 and 13
shows a helicase-dependent preference for one subunit over the other and give an even more
granular understanding of how eIF3 may be carrying out its role of facilitating 5’ and 3’ UTR
communication.
The binding and translation studies shown in figure 9-9 further explore the role of SLC in
recruiting factors to the 5’ UTR and the importance of a pre-shifted eIF3 bridging SLC and SLI. The
lack of any SLC-U effect on binding or translation suggests SLC primary sequence is of little
consequence provided secondary and tertiary structures are maintained. The SLC-rev mutant
was designed to maintain the secondary structure of SLC but, due to its slightly asymmetrical
internal loop, alter its position relative to SLI and disrupt the eIF3 bridge between SLC and SLI.
Similar logic influenced the design of mutants SLC-ILF and SLC-ILL with the SLC-ILR mutant fully
removing the internal loop of SLC. The strong eIF3 affinity for these mutants coupled with the
decreased translational efficiency of BlucB105 containing these mutants suggests that the
formation of SLC-SLI bridge or the ability of eIF3 to shift away from it was effectively disrupted
and the BYDV structures needed to employ alternative and less efficient translation strategies.
This supports the existence and physiological relevance of a pre-shifted eIF3 bridge. Deletion of
SLA did not affect translation showing that the observed increases in eIF3 SHAPE protection on
SLA caused by eIF4F and trans BTE were not translationally significant.
Translation studies performed in Allen Miller’s lab show that additional 5’ UTR truncations of
BlucB analyzed in protoplasts saw a reduction to 70% efficiency when both SLA and SLB were
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removed and a significantly greater reduction to 44% efficiency when SLA, SLB, and SLC were
removed24 which is similar to the loss in efficiency seen with the SLC-ILL mutant. The deletion of
SLII on BTE in our BlucB105 reporter construct caused a reduction to 65% translational efficiency
which points to the importance of the cluster of nucleotides that maintain eIF3 SHAPE protection
on SLII. It is important to note that no deletion mutants mentioned, including the removal of SLASLC, fully abolished translation. This shows that the binding of factors on SLC and the shift of
factors away from SLC and SLI that we have described has a role in enhancing the efficiency of
BYDV translation but are not required for translation to occur so long as eIF3 is still able to bridge
SLD and SLIII.
This 3’ UTR and eIF3 dependent enhancement of translation is reminiscent of some
translation mechanisms employed by viral mRNAs with internal ribosomal entry sites (IRES). The
hepatitis C virus and classical swine fever virus both contain 3’ cis-acting structures that
significantly increase translation by interacting with both eIF3 and the 40S ribosome. 37,74,106 Our
expanded understanding of the role of eIF3 in this BYDV mechanism may prove useful in
characterizing a plethora of plant virus translation initiation mechanisms with similar structural
elements. Red clover necrotic mosaic virus is a prime example of this as it contains both a BYDVlike translation element in the 3’ UTR and a SLC-like structure (labeled SLIII) in the 5’ UTR of its
RNA1.107
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11 Part 2 Conclusion
In conclusion, the data in this and prior reports on BYDV translation support an expansion of
one potential translation initiation mechanism for genomic BYDV mRNA. This model introduces
a novel role for eIF3 in reconfiguring the initiation complex by using peripheral subunits of eIF3
to shuttle factors from BTE to the 5′ UTR which appears to significantly enhance the efficiency of
BYDV translation (figure 11-1).
This new model sees eIF3, likely with the 40S ribosomal subunit in tow, first interact with SLI
and SLC, bridging the 5’ and 3’ UTRs. This may be preceded or succeeded by the binding of eIF4F
and other helicase factors to BTE. When eIF3, eIF4F and helicase factors are all present on BTE
they shift away from SLI, likely triggered by an ATP hydrolysis event which alters eIF3 peripheral
subunit affinities and drives the eIF3 complex with associated helicase factors toward the 5′ UTR.
The adjustments in the eIF3 complex transfer important BTE-bound factors and alter the eIF3
bridge to interact with the UTR structures involved in the long-distance kissing-loop interaction,
SLD and SLIII. This eIF3-dependent reorienting of factors and UTR structural elements alters 40SmRNA interactions and promotes translation. This new model for BYDV translation adds to the
repertoire of eIF3 functionality and our understanding of viral RNA ingenuity by highlighting the
ability of these highly structured UTRs to use eIF4F and eIF3 in this novel manner.
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Figure 11-1. A proposed model for eIF3-eIF4F-UTR interactions during BYDV translation
initiation. The eIF3 core maintains its bridging of the two UTRs while the reorientation of eIF3
peripheral subunits and eIF4F is triggered by an eIF4F/eIF3 interaction on the 3’ BTE. This
final conformation is necessary for positioning the 40S ribosome in a translationally active
position on the 5′ UTR.
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12 List of Abbreviations
ssRNA—Single Stranded Ribonucleic Acid
NTP—Nucleoside Triphosphate (ATP, GTP, CTP, UTP)
NB—No binding
ddNTP—Double-Deoxy nucleoside Triphosphate
BYDV—Barley Yellow Dwarf Virus
RCNMV—Red Clover Necrotic Mosaic Virus
MNeSV—Maize Necrotic Streak Virus
HCV—Hepatitis C virus
XIAP—X-linked Inhibitor of Apoptosis
CITE—Cap Independent Translational Enhancer
BTE—Barley Yellow Dwarf Virus-like Translation Enhancer
PTE—Panicum Mosaic Virus-Like Translation Enhancer
ISS—I-Shaped Structure
TED—Translation Enhancer Domain
TSS—T-Shaped Structure
YSS—Y-Shaped Structure
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IRES—Internal Ribosomal Entry Site
UTR—Untranslated Region
eIF(x)—Eukaryotic Initiation Factor (designation for specific factor or factor subunit)
HC—Helicase Complex: in this report the HC comprises eIF4A, eIF4B, eIF4F, and ATP
PIC—Preinitiation Complex
SL(x)—Stem Loop (designation of specific loop e.g. SLA or SLI)
ssAB—The single stranded region of BYDV between SLA and SLB
ssCD— The single stranded region of BYDV between SLC and SLD
SLC-ILF—SLC Internal Loop Flipped
SLC-ILR—SLC Internal Loop Removed
SHAPE—Selective 2′-Hydroxy Acylation analyzed by Primer Extension
PRD—Pyrimidine Rich Domain
LC-MS—Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry
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